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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT OF APPEALS 
This Petition for Review by Appellants Resort Retailers and Zenith Insurance Co. 
is from a final order of the Labor Commission of Utah dated July 21, 2009. This Court 
has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Annotated §§ 34A-2-801 (8), 
63G-4-403 (4) (d), (e); 78-4-103 (2009). 
ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
1. Did the Administrative Law Judge deny due process to Appellants when she: 
a. Refused to apply Labor Commission Rule 602-2-2, which requires counsel for 
the injured worker to submit to defense counsel all relevant medical records at 
least 20 working days prior to trial; 
b. Ignored multiple discovery attempts by Appellants to obtain medical records 
from Appellee Jones in advance of trial; 
c. Admitted into evidence a medical report from Dr. Hood proffered by Appellee's 
counsel, when Dr. Hood's report was provided to Appellant's counsel one working 
day prior to trial; and 
d. Refused to allow Appellant's counsel the opportunity of letting Dr. Hood - who 
had never seen any of Appellee Jones' medical records - review Appellee Jones' 
extensive medical records as a part of his evaluation. 
2. When counsel for Appellants allowed Dr. Hood to review Appellee Jones' medical 
records (in violation of Judge Hann's ruling), Dr. Hood clearly stated that he 
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would not perform surgery on Appellee Jones. Did the Labor Commission err in 
allowing this case to be evaluated by a medical panel on the issue of surgery for 
Appellee Jones when all physicians who had seen Appellee Jones (Dr. Braun, Dr. 
Moress, Dr. Mooney, and Dr. Hood) agreed that surgery is not appropriate for her? 
3. Did the Labor Commission err in refusing to remand this case to the ALJ to hold a 
hearing concerning Appellee Jones' current medical status to determine if any 
current physician is even willing to perform surgery on her? 
4. Did the Labor Commission err in adopting a medical panel report which was not 
supported by any other medical opinion? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
This Court's review of the Labor Commission's Order is governed by the Utah 
Administrative Procedures Act ("UAPA"), which provides relief if an agency has (1) 
erroneously interpreted or applied the law and/or (2) failed to follow prescribed 
procedure. Utah Code § 63G-4-403 (4) (d), (e) (2009). 
The first issue of review is whether the ALJ denied due process to Zenith. "Due 
process challenges are questions of law that [the court] reviewfs] applying a correction of 
error standard." Color Country Management v. Labor Comm'n, 2001 UT App 370, PI7. 
The second issue on review is whether the Labor Commission acted contrary to its 
own rules in allowing medical panel referrals. Review of this issue is governed by an 
intermediate standard, "one of some, but not total, deference, in reviewing an agency's 
application of its own rules." Kent v. Department of Employment Sec, 860 P.2d 984, 
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986 (Utah App. 1993)). On appeal, "in the event [the court] determines an agency has in 
fact departed from its own rule, [the court] would then consider whether the departure 
was reasonable and rational."Ashcroft v. Industrial Comm'n, 855 P.2d 267, 269 (Utah 
App. 1993) (bracketed words in the original), footnote 1, citing King v. Industrial 
Comm'n. 850 P.2d 1281 (Utah App. 1993). 
The third issue on review is whether the Labor Commission abused its discretion 
in refusing to hold a supplemental hearing to receive updated medical and factual 
information relevant to Jones' medical condition, given the three year gap in medical 
evidence and the lack of any current physician willing to perform the requested surgery. 
Review of this issue is also governed by the intermediate standard of review. 
Finally, in review of the Labor Commission's adoption of the medical panel's 
report as part of its factual findings, this Court "does not conduct a de novo credibility 
determination or reweigh the evidence. It is responsibility of the party challenging the 
agency's findings to demonstrate the findings 'are not supported by substantial 
evidence.'" Strieker v. Labor Comm'n, 2006 UT App 143 (memorandum decision) 
(citing and quoting Ouestar Pipeline Co. v. Utah State Tax Comm'n, 850 P.2d 1175, 1178 
(1993) and Hales Sand & Gravel, Inc. V. Audit Div. of State Tax Comm'n. 842 P.2d 887, 
888 (1992). The moving party bears the "burden of marshaling all of the evidence 
supporting the finding and then . . . showing that the findings were not supported by 
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substantial evidence." IcL (quoting Kennecott Corp v. State Tax Comm'n, 858 P.2d 1381, 
1385 (Utah 1993)). 
DETERMINATIVE LAW 
The determinative law is Utah Code Ann. § 34A-2-601 (2002) (Utah "Workers 
Compensation Act") and Labor Commission Rule R602-2-2. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case and Course of the Proceedings 
This case presents the question of whether back fusion surgery is reasonable and 
necessary medical treatment for the industrial injury Donna Jones (hereinafter referred to 
as "Jones") sustained on December 28, 2001. 
Jones filed an application for hearing with the Utah Labor Commission on May 3, 
2002. (R. at 1.) Resort Retailers and Zenith Insurance Company (hereinafter referred to 
as "Zenith") timely filed an Answer. (R. at 10-12.) 
A hearing was held on January 13, 2004. At this hearing, Jones submitted a late-
produced medical opinion from Dr. Robert Hood recommending she undergo back fusion 
surgery for her industrial injury. Zenith objected to the admission of the surprise 
evidence and/or requested an opportunity to respond to the report. Both the objection and 
the request were denied, and the ALJ ordered that the case be sent to a Labor Commission 
medical panel to review the issue of medical treatment. (R. at 35-43.) 
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On August 16, 2004, the Medical Panel issued its report. (R. at 45 - 54.) 
Following an objection to the report filed by Zenith, the newly assigned ALJ rejected the 
Panel's report and entered an order denying the requested surgery. (R. at 161-167.) 
Jones filed a Motion for Review which was granted by the Commission. (R. at 
178-181.) On remand, the ALJ issued an Order, allowing the admission of a 
supplemental report from Dr. Hood and the medical panel report. She referred the matter 
back to the medical panel for additional consideration. (R. at 185-186.) The Panel's 
second report affirmed its prior opinion. (R. at 187-190.) 
On July 18, 2006, the ALJ issued Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 
(R. at 194-202.) Zenith appealed and nearly three years later the Labor Commission 
Appeals Board issued an Order Affirming ALJ's Decision. (R. at 230-234.) 
Zenith filed a Motion for Reconsideration and Request for Remand Hearing which 
was denied. (R. at 235-244, 257-259.) 
On August 19, 2009, Zenith filed a Petition for Review with the Utah Court of 
Appeals. A Docketing Statement has since been filed with the Court. 
Statement of Facts 
1. Donna E. Jones (hereinafter referred to as "Jones") sustained a compensable injury 
by accident on December 28, 2001 while employed by Resort Retailers, insured by 
Zenith Insurance Co. (Hereinafter Appellants will be jointly referred to as 
"Zenith".) Jones was injured when her two-step ladder collapsed underneath her, 
causing her to fall on her tailbone. (R. at 262, Hearing Transcript p. 19) 
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2. Jones first received medical treatment two days after the accident when she was 
seen at Park City Urgent Care. She was diagnosed with a broken coccyx and a 
lumbar strain. Over the next few months, Jones received conservative medical 
treatment, including physical therapy, epidural steroid injections, and medial 
branch blocks. (R. at 261, medical records exhibit, hereinafter referenced as 
"MRE" p. 14-17.) An MRI was obtained on January 23, 2002, demonstrating a 
"prominent annular disc bulging at L5-S1 with posterior annular tear and spinal 
stenosis, moderate annular disc bulge at L3-L4 and mild annular disc bulging at 
L4-L5 without stenosis and moderate bilateral foraminal stenosis at L5-S1." (R. at 
261, MRE p. 5-6.) 
3. On May 3, 2002, Jones filed an Application for Hearing with the Utah Labor 
Commission seeking entitlement to ongoing temporary total disability as a result of 
her industrial injury. (R. at L) 
4. Zenith timely filed an Answer to the Application for Hearing, asserting that Jones 
was receiving the requested benefits and that these benefits would continue until 
Jones reached medical stability. (R. at 10-12.) 
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5. On August 12, 2002, Dr. John MacFarlane saw Jones and indicated that he would 
refer her to an appropriate physician to evaluate the appropriateness of surgery.1 
(R. at261,MREp.28.) 
6. Jones was referred by Dr. MacFarlane to Dr. John Braun, an orthopedic surgeon 
and assistant professor at the University of Utah School of Medicine. Dr. Braun 
first saw Jones on September 11, 2002. (R. at 261, MRE p. 55.) 
7. As the ALJ noted in her Order, Dr. Braun recorded that Jones was " . . . 
inconsistently cooperative with the exam. Strength: on cursory examination 
patient has 0/5 strength , FHL, EHL, gastrocs, tibiant on the left however with 
distraction the patient is noted to have at least 4/5 strength FHL, EHL . . . . " (R. at 
164, ALJ Order p. 4; R. at 261, MRE p. 55.) Dr. Braun continued, stating "patient 
currently has a worker's comp case open and as such may have some secondary 
gain issues unresolved at this point... However, given some subtle clinical 
findings further investigation is warranted at this point. . . ." (R. at 261, MRE p. 
56.) Dr. Braun recommended a bone scan, CT scan and an EMG study which 
were obtained over the next few weeks. Id Upon review of these diagnostic 
exams, Dr. Braun found the EMG showed some mild left L5 radiculopathy and the 
CT and bone scan showed what appeared to be a "more acute type fracture in the 
'Interestingly, the ALJ's Order of July 18, 2006 states (citing to MRE, 28) that Dr. 
MacFarlane recommended surgery at that time. (R. at 163.) That assertion is not correct. Dr. 
MacFarlane did not recommend surgery; rather, he stated that he would refer Jones for a 
surgical evaluation. 
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region of her L5-S1 facet as well as through the base of the transverse process on 
the left side." (R. at 261, MRE p. 61.) Treatment options were reviewed, including 
nonoperative treatment and surgical intervention. Additionally, a CMG was 
ordered and obtained by Dr. Braun to evaluate bowel and bladder concerns. IdL 
On October 31, 2002, surveillance of Jones was obtained. A videotape of the 
surveillance was provided to Dr. Braun at the next scheduled appointment on 
November 19, 2002. Dr. Braun reviewed the video tape, commenting as follows: 
This videotape demonstrates Donna performing activities at a high 
level of function with apparently minimal limitation by pain. This 
tape seems to be somewhat incongruent with our observations of 
Donna when in our clinic. When observed in our clinic she is 
usually lying down and has quite a great deal of pain with any 
motion. We were interested in discussing this with Donna but she 
did not show up for her visit. 
(R. at 261, MRE p. 62.) 
On January 21, 2003, Jones returned to see Dr. Braun. Dr. Braun further 
commented on the difference in Jones' presentation at his office versus the 
observations documented in surveillance, stating: 
She is quite debilitated when seen in the clinic and yet on a tape of 
her performing a number of activities on Halloween of this past year 
she seems to be quite mobile, agile, and relatively free of pain. We 
did discuss the elective nature of fusion surgery for a 
spondylolisthesis. 
(R. at 261, MRE p. 63, emphasis added.) Dr. Braun discussed the results of her 
diagnostic tests and the videotape "at length," noting their discussion lasted greater 
than one hour and was quite in depth. He stated, "We discussed particularly the 
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elective nature of her spine surgery and the need to perhaps clear the air somewhat 
about the incongruencies related to her behavior on tape versus that in the clinic." 
Id., (emphasis added). He suggested "[i]t would perhaps be helpful to her to settle 
her workers compensation issues so that issues of secondary gain and issues of 
psychosocial overlay might be reduced." Id. He also suggested a psychological 
evaluation with Dr. George Mooney as a "prerequisite before consideration of 
surgery." Id 
10. On January 13, 2003, Dr. Gerald Moress evaluated Jones. Dr. Moress diagnosed 
Jones with a fracture of the left L5 pedicle, hypolasia right L5 facet, chronic 
lumbosacral pain syndrome with non-verifiable radiculopathy, delayed recovery, 
PTSD2, chronic depression, possible factitious disorder, bowel/bladder 
incontinence of unknown etiology. (R. at 261, MRE p.39.) Dr. Moress concluded, 
"she does have evidence of pathology within her spine as a source for pain but I do 
not think that the pathology within her spine is causing this reported severe degree 
of disability (unsubstantiated)." IdL Dr. Moress commented, "even if Dr. Braun 
feelfs] that she is unstable and needs to be fused, her prognosis for a good result... 
would be quite poor. Prior to any consideration of surgery, she needs to be off the 
2
 Jones was attending weekly sessions with a psychotherapist for symptoms of PTSD 
and anxiety disorder related to an armed robbery and sexual assault approximately one year 
before the December 2001 accident. (R. at 261, MRE p. 64B.) Dr. Money's report also 
documents a childhood "characterized by prolonged, complex trauma" and a history of 
substance abuse for which she underwent inpatient drug treatment and had been sober for the 
last 15 years. Id 
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narcotics and to have psychological evaluation." Id, p. 40. Dr. Moress found that 
Jones was medically stable on October 31, 2002, and he rated Jones as having a 
6% whole body permanent partial impairment. (R. at 261, MRE pp. 40, 42.) 
11. Based upon Dr. Moress' report, Zenith discontinued the payment of temporary 
total disability benefits after October 31, 2002 and paid Jones permanent partial 
disability benefits for the 6% whole person permanent impairment rating. 
12. On April 28, 2003, Jones was seen by Dr. Mooney. Dr. Mooney concluded, "The 
totality of information suggests caution with surgical decision making. To the 
extent that this is elective back surgery with minimal objective pathology, the 
MMPI-II tends to predict an unsatisfactory outcome from surgery." (R. at 
261, MRE p. 64F, emphasis added.) 
13. On July 21, 2003, based upon the report from Dr. Mooney and based upon his own 
thorough evaluation of Jones, Dr. Braun concluded, "Weighing all the factors 
available to me presently, I do not find Donna Jones to be a good surgical 
candidate at this time." (R. at 261, MRE p. 64G, emphasis added.) 
14. On August 5, 2003, counsel for Zenith submitted a copy of Dr. Braun's July 21, 
2003 report to the Commission, suggesting that the case be dismissed without 
prejudice since there was no present medical dispute. (R. at 19-21.) 
15. On August 26, 2003, counsel for Jones wrote to Judge Hann asking for "sixty days 
to determine what treatment, if any, is recommended." (R. at 22.) 
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16. On August 27, 2003, Administrative Law Judge Hann set this case for hearing on 
December 23, 2003. (R. at 24.) The date of the hearing was later changed to 
January 13,2004. (R. at 27.) 
17. On November 12, 2003 (more than sixty days following Jones's request for 
additional time to determine any recommended treatment), counsel for Zenith 
submitted specific interrogatories to Jones's counsel to determine whether, in fact, 
a medical dispute existed for the scheduled hearing. Zenith submitted the 
following inquiries: 
1. Please identify the medical evidence on which you rely which 
conflicts with the report of Dr. Moress setting October 31, 2002, as 
the date on which Ms. Jones reached maximum medical stabilization. 
2. Please identify the medical evidence on which you rely which 
conflicts with the report of Dr. Moress's assessment that Jones has a 
6 percent whole body impairment. 
3. Upon what medical evidence do you rely to contest the opinion of 
Dr. Braun that Ms. Jones is not a good surgical candidate? If you 
believe that Ms. Jones requires additional medical treatment, what 
further medical treatment do you claim Ms. Jones needs at present? 
(R. at 12-13.) 
18. Jones never responded to Zenith's requests and inquiries of November 12, 2003. 
19. On November 19, 2003, Jones elected to see Dr. Robert Hood for a medical 
evaluation. 
20. Despite the Labor Commission Rule R602-2-2 requiring Jones to submit all 
relevant medical records for completion of the Medical Record Exhibit at least 20 
working days before the hearing scheduled for Tuesday, January 13, 2004 at 8:30 
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a.m., Jones provided a copy of Dr. Hood's report of November 19, 2004 - for the 
first time - by fax to Zenith's counsel on Friday, January 9, 2004, at 3:08 p.m. (R. 
at 75-76.) 
21. In his report of November 19, 2003, Dr. Hood opined that the "only thing I would 
have to offer her that could possibly provide relief would be decompression and 
laminectomy at L5-S1 followed by pedical screw fixation and posterolateral fusion 
at this level." (R. at 76, emphasis added.) Dr. Hood's report gave no indication 
that he had reviewed Petitioner's prior medical records and/or was aware of the 
opinions of Dr. Braun, Dr. Mooney, and Dr. Moress. 
22. At the hearing on January 13, 2004, counsel for Zenith objected to the admission 
of Dr. Hood's late-filed report. In the alternative, counsel for Zenith tried to have 
the record left open to allow Zenith the opportunity to obtain a supplemental report 
from Dr. Hood after he could review all of Jones's medical records to see if those 
records would impact his decision. This request was briskly denied by Judge 
Hann. Judge Hann indicated that the matter would be sent to a medical panel for 
evaluation. (R. at 262, Hearing Transcript pp. 55-56.) 
23. In preparation for the potential need to file an objection to a medical panel report3, 
based upon the ALJ's erroneous referral, counsel for Zenith submitted all of 
3Rule R602-2-2(B) provides for the proffer of "new written conflicting medical 
evidence" with the filing of an objection to a medical panel report. The objection must be 
filed within 15 days of the issuance of the medical panel report. Utah Admin. Code. R602-2-
2(B). 
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Jones's medical records to Dr. Hood for review. Also submitted to Dr. Hood for 
review were two videotapes of Jones which were introduced and admitted into 
evidence at the hearing. Based upon Dr. Hood's full evaluation of this evidence, 
Dr. Hood wrote a letter dated January 30, 2004 wherein he completely reversed 
his opinion in the case. The opinion of Dr. Hood is as follows: 
This letter is filed in response to your letter of January 22, 
2004, regarding Ms. Jones. You are indeed correct that many 
of Ms. Jones' prior medical records and her consultations with 
other physicians were not available to me. She made no 
mention of having seen Dr. John Braun, Dr. Gerald Moress, 
Dr. George Mooney, or Dr. John MacFarlane. Obviously, 
their opinions were not available either. 
I have reviewed all of the records which you have made available to 
me from these physicians in addition to their radiologic reports, etc., 
which she has had done. I have also reviewed the surveillance tape 
of October 31, 2002, and 1-7-03. It is obvious from this tape that 
there is considerable exaggeration of her physical complaints relative 
to her actual performance on these tapes. 
The findings of Dr. Braun and Dr. Mooney are very important in 
determining a proper course of treatment. Had I had their opinions 
available at the time of her consultation on November 19, 2003,1 
would not have recommended surgical intervention because of 
the low likelihood that it would significantly improve her 
condition. In fact, had I had all of these records available prior 
to her consultation, I would not have seen her in consultation in 
all likelihood. 
For these reasons I will cancel her surgery, which is currently 
scheduled for February 12, 2004. 
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(R. 55-64, 81-82. See Zenith' Objection to Medical Panel's Report, Exhibit "F", 
emphasis added.) (Hereinafter, this report will also be referenced as the Second 
Hood Report.) 
24. On July 8, 2004, the ALJ entered Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Interim Order referring this matter to a medical panel. (R. at 35-39.) 
25. On October 13, 2004, the newly assigned ALJ4 distributed the Medical Panel 
Report to the parties. (R. at 44.) The Medical Panel stated that "the surgery 
recommended by Dr. Hood is reasonable and necessary by the 28 December 2002 
industrial accident." (R. at 50.) Notably, the Panel was not then aware that Dr. 
Hood had issued a report on January 30, 2004 changing his opinion. 
26. On October 22, 2004 Zenith filed an Objection to the Medical Panel's Report. 
Zenith argued that the case was not appropriate for medical panel evaluation since 
there were no conflicting medical issues to send to the Panel. In addition, Zenith 
argued that Panel's report should be disregarded because it was not supported by 
any substantial medical evidence. In support of its objection Zenith submitted the 
January 30, 2004 report from Dr. Hood.5 (R. at 55-109.) 
4At this time, the ALJ who had presided at the hearing in January 2004 (Judge Hann) 
had left the Commission and the matter was reassigned to Judge Lima. Notwithstanding 
Judge Hann's subsequent return to the Commission, Judge Lima continued to issue 
subsequent orders in this matter. 
5This was Zenith's first opportunity to submit Dr. Hood's subsequent report due to the 
ALJ's ruling at the hearing which closed the evidentiary record. Pursuant to Rule R602-2-
2(B) a "proffer of new written conflicting medical evidence" may be made with an objection 
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27. Jones filed a Response to Zenith Objection on November 2, 2004. (R. at 110-118.) 
28. On November 15, 2004 Zenith filed a Reply to Jones's Response to Objection to 
Medical Panel's Report. (R. at 119-156.) 
29. On April 14, 2005, the ALJ issued Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order agreeing with Zenith. (R. at 161-168.) The ALJ appropriately found that 
Dr. Hood's new opinion obviated the need for the medical panel's evaluation and 
declined to admit the panel's report into evidence. Relying on the medical 
evidence that remained in the record, the ALJ concluded that the preponderance of 
evidence demonstrates that Jones should not have surgery on her lumbar spine due 
to the industrial injury. 
30. On May 13, 2005, Jones filed a Motion for Review arguing that the medical panel 
report should be admitted into evidence since, at the time of Dr. Hood's report of 
January 30, 2004, the hearing record was closed. (R. at 169-175.) 
31. On October 31, 2005 the Commission entered an Order Granting Motion for 
Review and Order of Remand. (R. at 178-181.) The Commission set aside the 
decision of the ALJ and instructed the ALJ to "a) decide whether to reopen the 
evidentiary record for admission of Dr. Hood's opinion ; b) allow rebuttal 
evidence if Dr. Hood's opinion is admitted; and c) determine the medical facts of 
to a medical panel report. 
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this case in light of the all the evidence, including the medical panel's report." (R. 
at 181, emphasis added.) 
32. On January 25, 2006, the ALJ reopened the evidentiary records and admitted the 
Medical Panel Report of October 31, 2004 and the Medical record of Dr. Hood of 
January 30, 2004.6 (R. at 183.) Significantly, Jones did not submit any "rebuttal 
evidence" to the ALJ relative to Dr. Hood's report. Jones did not supply the 
Commission with any medical report or opinion supporting her claim for surgical 
treatment. 
33. On March 2, 2006 the ALJ remitted this matter back to the Medical Panel and 
included the additional record of the Second Hood Report to evaluate whether the 
medical panel's opinion would change based upon this report. (R. at 185-186.) 
34. On March 24, 2006 the Medical Panel issued its Supplemental Report. (R. at 188-
190.) Despite the fact that the panel's original report hinged on Dr. Hood's 
original opinion that surgery was necessary, (which of course was later changed in 
his supplemental report of January 30, 2004), the Panel opined that surgery is 
reasonably medically necessary as a result of the claimed industrial accident. This 
surgical recommendation, however, was subject to several caveats and pre-
conditions including a conditioning program, a program to wean Jones off of 
narcotics, and a weight loss program - all of which were to be determined by a 
6The ALJ incorrectly cites to the date of this report as 1/4/04 and 1/4/05. 
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treating surgeon who, at that point, did not exist. Interestingly, the Panel made no 
mention of the Second Hood Report. 
35. On April 3, 2006 Zenith filed a Request to Clarify the Medical Panel's 
Supplemental Report. (R. at 191-192.) 
36. On July 18, 2006, the ALJ issued her Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order. (R. at 194-202.) The ALJ adopted the medical panel's supplemental report 
and found that surgery would be appropriate on an industrial basis. 
37. On August 16, 2006, Zenith filed a Motion for Review of the ALJ's Order. (R. at 
204-219.) Two and half years later, on April 28, 2009, the Labor Commission 
issued an Order Affirming the ALJ's Order. (R. at 230-234.) 
38. On May 19, 2009, Zenith filed a Motion for Reconsideration. (R. at 235-244.) 
39. On July 21, 2009, the Labor Commission issued an Order Denying Request for 
Reconsideration. (R. at 257-258.) 
40. On August 19, 2009, Zenith filed the Petition for Review with this Court. 
41. A Docketing Statement was filed on September 10, 2009. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
More than 18 months after Jones filed her application for hearing, the Labor 
Commission held a hearing on her claim. Although Jones had had plenty of time to 
prepare her case, she nevertheless produced her only supporting medical evidence a mere 
one day prior to the hearing. The surprise medical evidence was admitted over the 
objections of Zenith, who argued that it had made repeated discovery requests of Jones to 
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identify the medical evidence she would rely upon at the hearing. Zenith alternatively 
requested the ALJ allow Zenith the opportunity to respond to the new evidence by 
obtaining a supplemental report from the physician to ensure that the opinion had been 
fully informed with a knowledge of Jones' prior treating surgeon, who had concluded 
Jones was not an appropriate surgical candidate. Zenith's request was denied. Zenith 
submits that the ALJ's rulings were a denial of due process and a fair hearing. 
Had the ALJ denied the admission of the late-produced report or allowed Zenith 
the opportunity to respond to the new evidence, the Commission would have denied and 
dismissed Jones claim. Instead, the case was erroneously sent to a Labor Commission 
medical panel, whose opinion became the sole medical evidence supporting her claim for 
surgical treatment. 
The Labor Commission erred twice in allowing a medical panel referral in a case 
in which all of the treating and reviewing physicians agree that Jones is not an appropriate 
candidate for the elective surgery. As a result, there is presently a three year old 
recommendation for surgery with no known physician ready and willing to perform the 
surgery. 
The Commission compounded their error by refusing to hold a supplemental 
hearing to gather medical and factual information concerning Jones' current condition. A 
recent medical evaluation had indicated Jones was not an appropriate surgical candidate 
and may be engaged in employment activities. In response, Jones' counsel had proffered 
a denial of the activities and indicated a new physician was ready and waiting to perform 
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surgery. The name of this new physician remains unknown to Zenith as well as the extent 
of information, if any, the new doctor has been provided concerning Jones' past medical 
treatment and evaluations. 
Finally, Zenith asks the Court to reverse the Commission's fatally flawed adoption 
of the medical panel report and conclusion that Jones should proceed with surgery. The 
Commission erred in allowing the Panel referral and in adopting the report 
notwithstanding the fact that there is not one single medical opinion outside of the Panel's 
report that supports its conclusion. The Panel erred in dismissing and minimizing the 
opinions of two treating surgeons, an experienced spine psychologist, and an independent 
reviewing physician. Additionally, the Panel erred in interpreting surveillance evidence 
due to inadequate factual findings from the ALJ. The Court should not sustain this 
multitude of errors but should reject the Panel's report and enter an order denying the 
surgery Jones requests. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE ALJ DENIED ZENITH DUE PROCESS AND FAIRNESS IN 
ALLOWING JONES TO SUBMIT SURPRISE MEDICAL EVIDENCE 
WHILE DENYING ZENITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND. 
While workers' compensation proceedings are less structured than traditional court 
proceedings, "the proceedings still must satisfy basic notions of fairness." Color Country 
Management v. Labor Commission, 2001 UT App. 370, \ 28. Further, while the 
Commission and ALJ are not bound by common law or statutory rules of evidence or 
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procedure, they are expected to follow the rules the Commission adopts to govern 
adjudication proceedings. Moreover, due process and fairness require that the 
Commission apply the rules consistently. In the present case, the rules were neither 
followed nor fairness provided in the ALJ's rulings. 
Labor Commission adjudication proceedings are governed by the Utah 
Administrative Procedures Act ("UAPA"). Utah Code Ann. § 63G-4-102 (1) (a) (2009) 
(stating that UAPA governs state agency action). Further, the Legislature has granted the 
Commission discretion to adopt supplemental rules governing the cases it adjudicates. 
Frito-Lav v. Labor Commission. 2009 UT 71 If 18; Utah Code Ann. § 34A-1-104 (2009). 
The Commission has adopted rules governing the adjudication of workers 
compensation and occupational disease claims. See Utah Admin. Code Rule R602-2-1. 
At the time of filing an application for hearing (the administrative equivalent of a 
complaint), a claimant is required, by rule, to include "supporting medical documentation 
of the claim where there is a dispute over medical issues." Utah Admin. Code Rule 
R602-2- 1(B)(3). In other words, the claimant has the duty to obtain medical evidence 
supporting her claim at the time of filing. This requirement is reasonable given the 
expedited nature of workers compensation hearings which are generally scheduled within 
4-6 months of the filing of the application. While some leniency has been granted to 
claimants, particularly those who begin the process as pro se applicants, the duty remains 
with the claimant to obtain this evidence relatively early in the action. Additionally, 
claimants are to file with their application for hearing an authorization to release medical 
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records and a written list of medical providers. Utah Admin. Code Rule R602-2- 1(B)(3); 
R602-2-l(A)(4). 
In the present case, Jones filed her application for hearing on May 3, 2002. The 
only claim at that time was for temporary total disability benefits. Zenith's Answer 
declared that Jones was receiving the requested benefits. There was no dispute 
concerning medical treatment at that point. 
The question of surgery was first explored in September 2002 when Jones sought 
an evaluation with a surgeon, Dr. John Braun. At that time, there was no 
recommendation for surgery. Rather, noting inconsistencies in her physical examination, 
Dr. Braun stated that he wished to obtain additional information through diagnostic 
testing. During this period, surveillance was obtained of Petitioner on October 31, 2002. 
The video from this surveillance was shared with Dr. Braun during a regularly scheduled 
appointment.7 Dr. Braun's records reflect that this video was reviewed with Jones at her 
next appointment in January 2003, spending more than one hour in discussion with Jones. 
Notably, Dr. Braun did not rule out the possibility of surgery based upon the video 
surveillance but, at that point, he required Jones undergo a psychological evaluation to 
assess her potential as a surgical candidate. This requirement was buttressed by the 
opinion of Dr. Moress, the physician Zenith chose to perform an independent medical 
7Much as been made in past pleadings of Jones' absence during this meeting with Dr. 
Braun. This appointment had been previously scheduled and was not set ad hoc just to share 
the video findings. Rather, the nurse case manager appeared at the appointment as scheduled 
with the new information to review with the physician as a part of his evaluation. 
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evaluation, who, noting that while Jones had objective evidence of some pathology, 
concluded that it was not likely the source of her pain complaints and reported disability. 
Dr. Moress agreed that Jones needed a good psychological evaluation. 
Dr. Mooney was chosen by Dr. Braun for the psychological evaluation which was 
performed in April 2003. Dr. Mooney concluded that the "totality of information 
suggests caution with surgical decision making. To the extent that this is elective back 
surgery with minimal objective pathology, the MMPI-II tends to predict an 
unsatisfactory outcome from surgery." (R. at 261, MRE p. 64F, emphasis added). On 
July 21, 2003, Dr. Braun - Jones' treating physician - reviewed Dr. Mooney's report and 
the other recent medical records, concluding that Jones was "not a good surgical 
candidate." (R. at 261, MRE p. 64G.) This report was provided to Jones on August 5, 
2003, allowing her more than five months prior to the hearing to obtain another medical 
opinion and to satisfy her burden of producing medical evidence supporting her claim. 
The medical evidence Jones ultimately produced was a report from Dr. Robert 
Hood, another physician chosen by Jones. Although Jones saw Dr. Hood in mid-
November 2003, her attorney did not produce the report to Zenith until one business day 
prior to the scheduled hearing in January 2004. Dr. Hood's report came as a surprise to 
Zenith.8 Zenith had submitted discovery requests to Jones months prior to the hearing, 
8Jones' counsel claims to have called Zenith's counsel to advise him of Dr. Hood's 
evaluation, reportedly leaving a message. Zenith denies any record of this alleged notice. 
Nevertheless, the ALJ received counsel's representation as evidence of notice to Zenith, 
concluding that Zenith then had an obligation to obtain Dr. Hood's record. (R. at 262, 
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specifically asking Jones to identify her medical providers and supporting medical 
evidence. (R. at 12-13.) These requests, which required Jones to update her responses as 
new providers were chosen, were followed by a specific request submitted by Zenith on 
November 12, 2003, again asking Jones to identify the medical evidence she would rely 
upon at the January 13, 2004 hearing. Dr. Hood's report is dated November 19, 2003 -
one week after Zenith's specific written request for Jones to identify her supporting 
medical evidence. Nevertheless, no report was produced by Jones until one business day 
prior to the scheduled hearing. 
Jones had a duty to produce the Hood report so that Zenith could have an 
opportunity to respond. As explained above, the Labor Commission rules require a 
moving claimant to produce supporting medical evidence when a claim is filed. This rule 
was adopted so that a responding party has time to evaluate and assess the evidence and 
prepare a response. Moreover, the Commission rule governing medical evidence states 
the "Petitioner shall submit all relevant medical records contained in his/her possession to 
Hearing Transcript p. 16.) Zenith's counsel objected to this conclusion and was denied the 
right of cross-examination on this issue. The hearing transcript reflects the following: 
Mr. Dyer: I'd like to call Dawn Atkin to the stand, please. 
The Court: For what purpose? 
Ms. Atkin: I'm going to object to that. 
Mr. Dyer: Well, she's testified or argued that she gave notice of Dr. Hood's 
reports and I'd like to simply ask her when that happened, if she 
has any evidence of that happening. I think that's an important 
fact in this case. 
(R. at 266, Hearing Transcript p. 54-55.) 
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the respondent for the preparation of a joint medical records exhibit at least twenty (20) 
working days prior to the scheduled hearing." Utah Admin. Code Rule R602-2-1 (H) (2) 
(emphasis added). The respondent is then to prepare a joint medical record exhibit 
containing all of the relevant medical records that tend to prove or disprove a fact in 
issue. Utah Admin. Code Rule R602-2-l(H) (3). The rule provides that any "[l]ate-filed 
medical records may or may not be admitted at the discretion of the administrative law 
judge by stipulation or for good cause shown. " Utah Admin. Code Rule R602-2- 1(H)(5) 
(emphasis added). 
In the present case, according to Commission rule Jones should have, at the latest, 
produced the Hood report by December 13, 2003. The ALJ overruled Zenith's objection 
and admitted the Hood report into evidence, reasoning that Zenith was on notice - based 
upon a claimed telephone message - of Dr. Hood's evaluation and, therefore, it was 
Zenith's duty to obtain his record. Noticeably absent is any finding of good cause shown 
for Jones' repeated failure to timely produce the report. 
Allowing the ALJ latitude in her admission of the Hood report, the ALJ's 
subsequent rulings which prohibited Zenith any opportunity to respond to the late-
produced report was a violation of due process and fairness in the proceeding. Zenith 
argued that the Hood report was substantively flawed as it failed to reflect any review of 
prior opinion expressed by Dr. Braun and Dr. Moress. (R. at 262, Hearing Transcript p. 
11.) Zenith requested, at a minimum, that it be allowed an opportunity to show Dr. Hood 
all of Jones' prior medical records and determine if this additional information changed 
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his opinion. The ALJ denied Zenith this opportunity, as reflected in the record as 
follows: 
MR. DYER: Let me ask you this: with Dr. Hood's reports, it seems 
to me that would be helpful to the medical panel or to the Court for 
Dr. Hood to have seen all of the medical records, whether or not - -
THE COURT: Your request is denied, Mr. Dyer. I'm going to 
submit the evidence that's here to the medical panel and they can 
make their decision with my findings of fact. If you are unhappy 
with the decision, you are more than happy to appeal it. 
MR. DYER: Well, I understand. It strikes me that - -
THE COURT: I already told you what I ruled. Please present your 
evidence now. 
MR. DYER: Could I put on the record at least my position so that it 
would be on the record for appellate purposes? 
THE COURT: Please feel free. 
MR. DYER: It seems to me that since I first heard of Dr. Hood's 
report last week that I should be given the opportunity to ask Dr. 
Hood if, upon a full review of medical records, if that doesn't change 
his opinion. Because if it changes his opinion, then there's no 
dispute to even go to a medical [panel]. And I think I should have 
the opportunity to ask Dr. Hood if a full review of the medical 
records changes his opinion, since I only learned of Dr. Hood's 
involvement in this case at all last week. 
(R. at 262, Hearing Transcript pp. 55, 56.) 
Zenith's counsel also argued to the ALJ that the allowance of the Hood report was 
in direct contradiction of a ruling she had made just the week prior.9 (R. at 262, Hearing 
9Zenith's counsel was familiar with this matter as it involved another attorney in his 
office. 
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Transcript p. 11. In Basso v. Koret of California, the very same ALJ had prohibited the 
admission of a late-produced medical report proferred by the employer addressing the 
issue of medical necessity of a requested surgery. See Addendum Exhibit "I.55 In Basso, 
the respondent had provided oral and written notice to the petitioner of the anticipated 
medical report from a surgeon. Judge Hann nevertheless in Basso affirmed the 
petitioner's objection to the admission of the report on the basis that it was not timely 
produced. Judge Hann apparently saw no disparate treatment between these two rulings. 
In the present case, Zenith's counsel had no prior notice of the Hood report. To 
the contrary, Zenith's counsel had made repeated requests of Jones to identify what 
evidence she was going to rely upon at the hearing in support of her request for surgery, 
the last of these requests coming only one week prior to Dr. Hood's evaluation. These 
requests went unanswered but for a claimed phone message left for Zenith's counsel 
sometime in mid-November 2003. The ALJ allowed the admission of the Hood report, 
explaining that once Jones' counsel left this phone message for Zenith's counsel10, the 
burden shifted to Zenith to collect the medical evidence from Dr. Hood that Jones would 
rely upon at the hearing. Zenith was perplexed by the ALJ's reasoning, arguing that if the 
Hood report was going to be admitted, it seemed only reasonable to allow Zenith an 
opportunity to respond by ensuring that Dr. Hood's opinion had been fully informed. The 
ALJ refused Zenith this opportunity to respond. 
10
 This claimed message was denied by counsel for Zenith, and Judge Hann refused 
Zenith any opportunity to question the assertion by counsel for Jones. 
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Of interest is the case of Decker v. Costco. 2009 UT Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 78, in 
which the Commission affirmed an ALJ's admission of a late produced medical report. 
The Commission explained that the ALJ had properly allowed the late produced medical 
report because there had been "good cause shown," explaining this was found "[d]ue to 
the relevance of the material and Costco's previous notice to Mr. Decker that such a 
report was to be expected and would be included in the medical records exhibit as soon as 
it became available." IdL The Commission noted that "Mr. Decker was then permitted to 
submit a supplemental report from [his treating physician] responding [to the new 
medical evidence]," leaving the record open for an additional 30 days for Mr. Decker to 
submit an additional report. Id. 
In the present case, the ALJ made no allowance to Zenith to respond to the late 
produced report. This denial was a violation of due process and fairness. Zenith was 
prejudiced by the decision as the admission of the Hood report was the sole basis of the 
ALJ's decision to refer the matter to a Labor Commission Medical Panel. Dr. Hood's 
subsequent complete reversal of opinion confirms Zenith's argument. Had the ALJ left 
the record open and allowed Zenith to submit Dr. Hood's fully informed opinion, based 
upon a full review of the prior medical records, there would have been no basis to send 
the question of surgery to a medical panel. The record, at that point, would have 
contained only the opinions of Dr. Braun, Dr. Moress, and the informed opinion of Dr. 
Hood - all of which concluded that Jones is not an appropriate surgical candidate. The 
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ALJ would have had no choice but to dismiss Jones' claim and deny her request for 
surgical intervention. 
Zenith requests that the Court reverse this error and remand matter to the 
Commission with an order that the Commission enter an order consistent with the medical 
opinions of Dr. Braun, Dr. Moress, Dr. Mooney, and the fully informed opinion of Dr. 
Hood. 
II. THE LABOR COMMISSION ERRED IN TWICE ALLOWING A 
MEDICAL PANEL EVALUATION IN A CASE IN WHICH ALL OF THE 
PHYSICIANS AGREED THAT SURGERY WAS NOT APPROPRIATE. 
Under Utah law, a medical panel "may" be used by an administrative law judge 
under certain circumstances. The use of a medical panel is not mandatory. See Utah 
Code Ann. §34A-2-601 (2002). Rather, under rules adopted by the Labor Commission a 
significant medical issue must be shown by conflicting medical reports for the utilization 
of a medical panel. See Labor Commission Rule R602-2-2.11 In the present case, the 
Commission erred in affirming the medical panel referral made by the ALJ and in 
allowing the admission of the medical panel report into evidence. 
11
 See also R.J.V. v. C.R. England. Case No. 98-0804, Labor Commission (2/29/00) 
(because there were no conflicting medical reports, no referral to medical panel necessary); 
R.R. v. J&S Mechanical Case No. 00-0700, Labor Commission (5/30/02) (with no medical 
reports conflicting with opinion of Dr. States, no referral to medical panel necessary); U.C. 
v. 7-Eleven, etaL Case No. 00-0898 (5/2/00) (the only medical opinion indicates no medical 
causal connection, so referral to medical panel not warranted); D.S. v. Southland Corp., Case 
No. 99-0300, (12/21/99) (because medical conflict was only superficial, no referral to 
medical panel warranted). 
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Following the circulation of the medical panel report of July 2004, Zenith filed an 
objection to the panel report, attaching the Second Hood Report in which Dr. Hood 
completely reversed his opinion and concluded that surgery is not appropriate in this 
case. Dr. Hood was now the fourth physician - and third treating physician - to come to 
this conclusion. The newly assigned ALJ prepared an order in the case agreeing with 
Zenith, rejecting the panel's report, and denying Jones' claim. On appeal, the Labor 
Commission's primary concern was the ALJ's admission of the Second Hood Report, 
stating that "principles of due process require that Ms. Jones be given an opportunity to 
challenge or rebut the opinion with her own evidence." (R. at 179.) The Commission 
nevertheless went on to conclude that if, on remand, the ALJ allowed the admission of the 
Second Hood Report, the ALJ should still allow the admission of the medical panel 
report, reasoning that their work had been done and their opinions should be weighed. 
On remand, the ALJ admitted the Second Hood Report and the medical panel 
report. The ALJ allowed the parties 30 days to submit additional medical evidence. No 
additional evidence was submitted. The ALJ then referred the matter back to the medical 
panel for another review. The second medical panel report was circulated to the parties in 
April 2006. Notwithstanding the fact that Jones had no surgeon ready and willing to 
perform surgery, the Panel affirmed its conclusion that surgery would be reasonable and 
necessary - with several preconditions. The Panel required that Jones first be placed on 
an upper extremity conditioning program, be weaned from the use of narcotic medication, 
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obtain updated imaging studies, and, due to her high body mass index, set and meet goals 
of reasonable weight loss and conditioning.12 
Upon receipt of the second panel report, Zenith submitted a request to clarify the 
panel's report. (R. at 191- 192.) Zenith expressed concern with the recommendation for 
an upper extremity conditioning program as an unfamiliar recommendation, having only 
seen recommendations for overall conditioning programs in previous cases. Further, 
Zenith clarified that, to date, cancellation of scheduled surgery had been at the direction 
of the surgeon, not Zenith, noting, "It will be ironic, indeed, if no orthopedic surgeon is 
willing to perform surgery on petitioner, despite Dr. Momberger's opinion." (R. at 192.) 
Zenith's request was declined and the ALJ entered an Order adopting the 
recommendations of the second medical panel report. (R. at 195.) In August 2006, 
Zenith filed an appeal of the ALJ's Order. (R. at 204-219.) The Labor Commission's 
Appeals Board issued an Order Affirming the ALJ's Decision on April 28, 2009. (R. at 
230-234.) Zenith filed a Motion for Reconsideration, requesting a remand hearing to 
obtain updated medical and factual evidence concerning Jones' medical condition, since it 
had been three years since the panel's evaluation and many questions remained 
outstanding concerning Jones' current medical and functional status. Zenith's request 
was denied. (R. at 230-234.) 
12This recommendation expressly left these goals to be determined by the "operating 
surgeon" who, of course, was not identified because there is no known treating surgeon after 
the two prior surgeons, Dr. Braun and Dr. Hood, both concluded that surgery is not 
appropriate. 
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The ALJ erred in sending this case to the medical panel the first time. Had the 
ALJ allowed Zenith a timely opportunity to respond to Dr. Hood's first report, there 
would have been no basis for a referral to a medical panel. The ALJ's error was 
compounded by the Labor Commission's approval of the referral and instruction to the 
second ALJ, who had rejected the panel's report, to admit the panel's report into 
evidence.13 The referral back to the panel for a second review was an error which grew 
out of the error of the first referral. 
At present there is a three-year old recommendation for surgery with no known14 
surgeon ready and willing to perform the surgery. Zenith submits that this posture is not 
only odd, but untenable. Jones has had two treating surgeons - doctors of her choice -
conclude that proceeding with an elective back surgery is not appropriate and not likely to 
improve her complaints. This is not the typical case in which the parties have dueling 
opinions - a treating physician versus an employer chosen physician - and the medical 
panel plays referee in siding with one or the other. Instead, the Labor Commission has 
allowed Jones to satisfy her burden of proof by obtaining her only supporting medical 
opinion through a medical panel referral. But for the Panel's report, Jones has no 
1
 Experience at the Commission reflects that admission of the panel's report will, in 
almost in every instance, result in the adoption of the panel's conclusions. As will be 
discussed later in the brief, the ALJ and Commission spend little time weighing the opinions 
but view the panel's opinion as the final word on the matter. 
14It is Zenith's understanding that Jones has met with a new surgeon; however Jones 
has refused to disclose the name of the surgeon and has refused to disclose what past medical 
information, if any, this surgeon has been provided as a part of his/her evaluation. 
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supporting medical opinion that surgery is reasonable and appropriate medical treatment 
for her industrial injury. The fact that Jones was able to obtain her only supporting 
medical evidence by submitting a late-produced, surprise medical report from Dr. Hood -
which was clearly uninformed and later completely reversed - is an error that this Court 
should not allow. The Court should remand the case to the Labor Commission with the 
instruction that the Medical Panel reports be excluded. Based upon the remaining 
evidence, there is absolutely nothing to support Jones' claim for surgery. 
III. THE LABOR COMMISSION ERRED IN REFUSING TO HOLD A 
HEARING TO OBTAIN UPDATED MEDICAL AND FACTUAL 
INFORMATION RELEVANT TO JONES' CURRENT MEDICAL 
STATUS. 
The Appeals' Boards Order of April 28, 2009 affirmed the ALJ's Order of July 18, 
2006 which provides for Jones to proceed with surgery for her industrial injury to "be 
performed by a full-time spine surgeon with a comprehensive program for rehabilitation." 
Because it took nearly three years to obtain the Commission's review of the ALJ's order, 
Zenith submitted that it was reasonable for the Commission to have the ALJ hold a 
hearing on remand to obtain updated medical and factual evidence concerning Jones' 
status. While the appeal was pending, Zenith had Jones evaluated by another physician. 
On October 17, 2008, Dr. Warren Stadler examined Jones. Dr. Stadler concluded that 
surgery was not an appropriate treatment at this time. As a part of his evaluation, Dr. 
Stadler noted that "since the time of this accident she has become a social worker and 
states that at this time she works occasionally as a court appointed social advocate." (R. 
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at 241.) Based upon this report, Zenith requested the Commission hold a hearing on 
remand to obtain updated information concerning Jones' medical and functional status. 
Jones denied that she was gainfully employed, reporting that she did minimal volunteer 
social work as "the pain continues to prevent her from working in even a 5 hour per week 
capacity." (R. at 248, Jones' Response Memo., p. 3.) Additionally, Jones submitted that 
her "treating physician recommends surgery and is simply waiting for the conclusion of 
this legal matter in order to proceed with the surgery." Id Noticeably absent is the name 
of this new treating physician who is recommending surgery. These arguments were 
made without the attachment of an affidavit or other verifiable information, i.e., current 
medical records. 
Zenith has never received medical records from any treating physician during the 
past three years. In addition to not knowing the name of the treating physician, Zenith 
does not know how much information, if any, the physician has been given, and what 
kind of surgery has been recommended. Fairness requires that, at a minimum, Zenith 
know who is currently recommending surgery for Jones and, more importantly, what 
information he or she has been provided concerning Petitioner's history of evaluations, 
particularly in light of the fact that all of her past treating physicians have concluded that 
they would not proceed with surgery. What happens if the present treating physician, 
when allowed to review all of the evidence in this case, similarly concludes that surgery is 
not appropriate for Jones? At that point, the Labor Commission will have an order 
approving surgery, with no physician willing to carry out that order. This outcome 
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emphasizes the need to have an actual medical controversy go before the medical panel, 
rather than having the medical panel decide de novo what treatment should be applied in 
the case. 
Rather than addressing these issues by obtaining sworn testimony and current 
medical evidence, the Commission affirmed its prior order, relying on the medical panel's 
three year old opinion. The Commission's refusal to hold a supplemental hearing to 
obtain current evidence relevant to Jones' current medical status was an error. 
IV. THE LABOR COMMISSION ERRED IN ADOPTING A MEDICAL 
PANEL REPORT WHICH LACKS THE SUPPORT OF ANY OTHER 
MEDICAL OPINION. 
A. Marshaling the Evidence in Support of the Commission's Finding. 
The medical panel was appointed by the ALJ and was sent a copy of the medical 
record exhibit, the ALJ's Order with factual findings, and a copy of the hearing exhibits. 
Judge Hann identified the medical dispute as a difference of opinion between Drs. Moress 
and Braun and Dr. Home (clearly a typographical error, intending to refer to Dr. Hood). 
The Panel examined Jones on August 16, 2004. The Panel's report reflects that 
Jones was interviewed by the physicians and accurately reflects the history of the injury -
a fact undisputed by the parties. The Panel continues with a reference to a review of the 
medical records. Next, the Panel notes an AMA pain questionnaire filled out by Jones, a 
pain diagram, a review of Jones' medical history, exam findings, review of the diagnostic 
films, and a review of the surveillance video. 
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The Panel's analysis begins with a review of the records indicating Jones has as 
"spondylolisthesis grade I at L5-S1, with some instability." (R. at 189.) The Panel 
continues, "This is considered to be an unstable spondylolisthesis and it has been the 
clinical observation over the years that people with this condition may be quite 
asymptomatic and if they encounter a significant injury which the petitioner sustained, 
can become symptomatic and remain symptomatic. So, I feel her clinical presentation is 
consistent with this diagnosis." IcL 
The Panel proceeds to cite to the medical records, referencing a nuclear bone scan 
obtained on September 25, 2002 at the request of Dr. Braun. (R. at 189; R. at 261, MRE 
p. 64R.) The Panel quotes, "The intense uptake in the posterior element at L5-Slon the 
left consistent with a left pedicle fracture." The Panel chair then comments, "This 
indicates significant injury." LcL He continues, "I would like to call your attention to MR 
640" which reflects "Findings produce moderate -to-marked spinal stenosis." Id; (R. at 
261, MRE p. 64-0.) This record is a MRJ report dated November 14, 2003, obtained at 
the request of Dr. Hood. The Panel concludes, "These are all considered significant 
clinical findings and would be considered the source of ongoing spinal pain." Id. 
The Panel explains: 
The above is important when one reviews the report of the clinical 
psychologist, George Mooney, and I quote, 'The totality of the information 
suggests caution with surgical decision, to the extent that this is elective 
back surgery with minimal objective pathology,' suggesting that his major 
indications for considering caution is the fact he was under the impression 
that she had minimal back pathology. The above listed findings on her 
radiologic diagnosis demonstrate there is significant back pathology, so I 
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feel that the caution that is indicated by Dr. Mooney is certainly indicated, 
but in view of the fact that he was under the impression that she had 
minimal problems, I feel that one would have to reconsider his 
recommendations. Also please refer to the report of Dr. R. Burgoyne, 
which indicates psychological problems have not increased the physical 
disability. 
14 
The Panel continues, "Dr. John Brun [sic] in his correspondence of 21 July 2003 
was leaning quite heavily on Mr. Mooney's recommendation. However, his uncertainty is 
evidenced by the further statement he makes, 'Certainly this should not condemn Donna 
Jones from nonoperative treatment."' Id. 
The Panel then focuses on the influence the surveillance tapes have had on the 
evaluations. The Panel states, 
It appears as I read through the record that many people are paying a great deal of 
attention to the surveillance tapes, but I would like to call attention to the report of 
the medical panel of 16 August 2004, p. 6, in which the review of the video was 
carried out. It appears that as panel members then we felt that she was impaired; 
in fact, the report even makes the point that the technician who set up the video for 
us involuntarily expressed his opinion that she was quite limited in her function in 
the later sequences of the video, compared to those at first, suggesting to us that 
this is limiting her activities appreciably, much more than one gets the impression 
from reading reports of other physicians. 
14 
The Panel report concludes: 
Therefore, it is my opinion that surgery is reasonable and necessary as a result of 
the industrial accident Ms. Jones sustained. The caveat that I would have in 
recommending this is that 1) she be placed on an upper extremity program ; 2) she 
be given a time date [sic] so that she can wean herself from the use of the 
narcotics; and 3) she be assured that she will not be taken to surgery or have 
surgery scheduled and have it cancelled, which was happened twice in the past, but 
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that she can be assured that her treatment program will continue. Of great concern, 
of course, would be her weight, her body mass index is quite high, and considering 
the fact that her mother is built very much the same as she is, I feel the operating 
surgeon will have to set goals of reasonable weight loss of a few pounds and 
conditioning. 
The work-up for this case has been so prolonged that one would want to have 
current imaging studies done, and this may even include a provocative discogram 
to find out if the disc above her spondylolithesis is symptomatic. I feel that she is 
a candidate for surgical correction of her two known pathological entities, and I 
suggest this be done by a full-time spine surgeon with a comprehensive program 
for rehabilitation. 
14 
The ALJ found that "based upon the medical panel.. .surgery [is] reasonable and 
necessary to treat [Jones'] industrial injury." (R. at 200.) The Commission affirmed this 
finding, reasoning "the panel, consisting of three doctors who are experts in medical 
specialties relevant to Ms. Jones's claim, reviewed the preliminary findings of 
fact, the medical record, and both surveillance videos, and personally examined Ms. 
Jones. The Panel then concluded that. . . surgery was necessary to treat her injury." (R. 
at 232.) 
B. The Commission's Adoption of the Panel's Findings is Fatally Flawed. 
Utah law clearly provides that an administrative law judge is not bound by a 
medical panel report. The applicable Utah law states: 
Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e)(I), an administrative law Judge is not bound by 
a report described in Subsection (2)(e)(I) if other substantial conflicting evidence 
in the case supports a contrary finding. 
Utah Code Ann. §34A-2-601(2)(e)(ii) (2002). 
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The Utah Supreme Court has emphasized this in the case of Redman Warehousing 
Corp. v. Industrial Comm'n, 22 Utah 2d 398, 402 (Utah 1969) where it stated: 
We must pay great respect to a panel of medical experts, but they are not the 
ultimate fact finders. Essentially they are reporters of the medical aspects of 
a given case in aid of the Commission's appraisal and weighing of all the 
facts. The members of the panel in this case had the previous record before 
them and simply recited in their report facts already adduced at the hearing, 
- none of which was contested. We simply believe that the conclusions 
reached from such facts were not supported by such uncontested facts and 
amounted to assumptions indulged dehors the record. In adopting the panel 
report, we believe the Commission compounded not only its gratuitous 
assumptions but also the unfounded conclusions that sprang therefrom. 
The primary flaw with the Commission's adoption of the Panel's findings is that 
this case should never have been sent to the medical panel. As discussed above, the ALJ 
and Commission erred in allowing Jones to submit a late-produced and inadequately 
informed medical opinion without allowing Zenith the opportunity to respond and 
supplement the record with Dr. Hood's fully informed opinion. As a result, this is the 
first case in which a medical panel report is challenged and contradicted by all of the 
physicians who previously treated, examined, and evaluated a claimant's industrial injury. 
Zenith is placed in the unusual position of using the treating physicians' opinions to refute 
a recommendation by the medical panel for treatment which no known physician is 
willing to provide. 
The next fatal flaw is the Panel's dismissal of Dr. Mooney's evaluation. The fact 
that Jones has objective evidence of an injury is not disputed. Rather, the concern 
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repeatedly expressed by her physicians is the number of inconsistencies in her 
examination and in her presentation to them. The Panel, unfortunately, focused on only 
one portion of Dr. Mooney's report. 
Dr. Mooney obtained a comprehensive and thorough history from Jones. This 
history reflects a childhood "characterized by prolonged, complex trauma" including 
physical and sexual abuse, substance abuse, and mental health challenges including 
depression, anxiety, and post traumatic stress disorder. (R. at 261, MRE p. 64A.) This 
history is noted by Dr. Mooney as relevant because "the chronic pain literature has 
consistently found a relationship between difficulty recovering from pain conditions in 
individuals with histories of unresolved childhood physical or sexual abuse. Even in 
individuals who think they have resolved these prior issues, this relationship continues to 
be a potential factor." LI at p. 64E. 
Dr. Mooney notes Dr. Braun's observations of Jones during his initial evaluation, 
quoting "she does have slight exaggeration of her pain and exaggeration of her limitations 
on examination. She does have an extraordinary slow gait." Id at p. 64C. Dr. Mooney 
remarks, "Slow gait can be caused by a number of physical conditions. Exaggerated 
slowness is often present in physical conditions that are influenced by psychological 
factors." Id 
Dr. Mooney next references Dr. Braun's most recent evaluation on 1/21/2003, 
when the video tape was reviewed with Jones. Dr. Mooney notes Dr. Braun's comment 
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on the "discrepency between the patient's impaired presentation in the clinic and her 
relatively normal presentation on the video tape." Id This is not a slight discrepancy, but 
a notable difference in presentation observed by Dr. Braun. 
Dr. Mooney then reviewed psychometric test results which reflected the "presence 
of a 'conversion V profile" in her MMPI profile. IdL at p. 64D. Dr. Mooney explains 
that "[tjhere is a relationship between MMPI profiles such as that obtained from Ms. 
Jones and poor recovery after elective back surgery." Id. at p. 64E. He concludes, "The 
totality of the information suggests caution with surgical decision making." Id at p. 64F 
(emphasis added). Accordingly, Dr. Mooney's conclusion that Jones is a poor surgical 
candidate is not based solely upon a reference that the elective back surgery is to address 
"minimal objective pathology." Rather, this is only one of many factors, which in total 
are the basis of his conclusion. 
The treating surgeon reviewing Dr. Mooney's report clearly understood the 
"objective pathology" reflected in the diagnostic testing. Dr. Braun had gone to great 
lengths to obtain multiple diagnostic evaluations to assess Jones' condition. 
Nevertheless, the Panel dismisses Dr. Braun's opinion, claiming he relied too heavily 
upon Dr. Mooney's conclusion and alleged error. The Panel's dismissal of Dr. Braun's 
opinion was unfounded and unsubstantiated. 
The Panel's review of Dr. Braun's records, a one sentence summary, is notably 
inadequate. It states, "Dr. Braun began seeing her at the University Hospital on 10 
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September 2002 and continued to follow her until 21 January 2003, concluding she was 
not a suitable candidate for surgery." (R. at 46.) This summary is incomplete and/or 
inaccurate in that it fails to acknowledge many critical details included in Dr. Braun's 
evaluation. Specifically, the summary fails to note Dr. Braun5 s inconsistent findings on 
examination, his lengthy discussion with Jones in January 2003 concerning the 
surveillance footage, the recommendation for a psychological evaluation, and his review 
of subsequent diagnostic testings and the psychological report - all of which resulted in 
his ultimate conclusion against surgery. (R. at 261, pp. 55-64, 64G.) 
Dr. Braun's opinion of July 21, 2003, states, "Weighing all the factors available to 
me presently, I do not find Donna Jones to be a good surgical candidate at this time." (R. 
at 261, p. 64G, emphasis added.) The multiple factors Dr. Braun weighed are reflected in 
his treatment notes. When Dr. Braun first saw Jones on September 11, 2002, he noted 
the following significant exam findings: "Miss Jones is a portly 45 y/o female who lies in 
the examination room in significant distress who states lying on her side is her only 
position of comfort." (R. at 261, p. 55, emphasis added.) He continued, "The patient 
ambulates with a cane with an exaggerated effort at overcoming afoot drop on the left. 
She is unable to heel or toe walk on either foot'' Id, emphasis added. He notes, "patient 
has 0/5 strength, FHL, EHL, gastrocs, tibant on the left however with distraction the 
patient is noted to have at least 4/5 strength FHL, EHL . . . nerve tension signs are absent 
while distracted." IcL at 55-56, emphasis added. His summary states Jones "does have 
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slight exaggeration of her pain and exaggeration of her limitations on examination. She 
does have an extraordinary slow gait. She is unable to heel and toe walk and does walk 
with a rather exaggerated stooped position with her cane with an antalgic gait on the 
left" Id at 56, emphasis added. He continued, "She does have global weakness in her 
left lower extremity but seems to have reasonable strength in the 4/5 range. She is better 
with distraction, somewhat inconsistent on examination especially when bilaterally 
muscle groups are tested" Id, emphasis added These findings are significant because 
the surveillance video was not just a slight difference in presentation, it was a dramatic 
difference in presentation. The video clearly showed a faster walk. It clearly showed 
ability to heel and toe walk and shows no stooped position or use of a cane. 
Dr. Braun reviewed diagnostic testing, noting "On plain x-ray today she does have 
a spondylolisthesis at L5 which on MRI is confirmed with severe degenerative disc 
disease at the L5-S1 level." (R. at 261, p. 56.) He recommended further diagnostic 
workup including a CT scan and EMG evaluation "because of her global left leg 
weakness that is difficult to define on examination." Id Following this first evaluation, 
Dr. Braun wrote to Jones' referring physician, Dr. Goldston. He reported, "She certainly 
does have some significant degenerative changes at L5-S1 level in the region of her 
spondylolisthesis" and indicated she may have additional problems which would be 
reviewed with the additional testing. Id at 57. Notably, after this first examination Dr. 
Braun commented, "There may be some additional psychosocial issues with Donna but I 
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do think it is reasonable to proceed with her workup and define the source of her pain at 
this time." I± 
Dr. Braun expressed concern that Jones may have some "secondary gain issues 
unresolved at this point" but concluded that additional diagnostic testing was in order. 
The bone scan was obtained on September 25, 2002. (R. at 261, MRE p. 58.) The CT 
scan was obtained on September 23, 2002. (R. at 261, MRE p. 59.) EMG testing was 
obtained on November 4, 2002. (R. at 261, MRE p. 59-60.) These tests were reviewed 
by Dr. Braun with Jones on November 6, 2002. Dr. Braun noted, "Her EMG does show 
some left L5 radiculopathy however this is mild." (R. at 261, MRE p. 61.) The other 
findings were reviewed and treatment options discussed. 
On November 19, 2002, Dr. Braun noted that Jones failed to appear for the 
regularly scheduled appointment. The nurse case manager then shared the video 
surveillance with Dr. Braun. Dr. Braun stated, "This videotape demonstrates Donna 
performing activities at a high level of function with apparently minimal limitation by 
pain. This tape seems to be somewhat incongment with our observations of Donna when 
in our clinic. When observed in our clinic she is usually lying down and has quite a great 
deal of pain with any motion. " (R. at 261, MRE p. 62, emphasis added.) 
Dr. Braun met with Jones on January 21, 2003. Dr. Braun noted, "We did discuss 
the elective nature of fusion surgery for a spondylolisthesis." (R. at 261, MRE 63, 
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emphasis added.) They discussed the results of a CMG test and "the videotape at length." 
He noted, 
The discussion today lasted greater than one hour and quite in depth. We 
discussed particularly the elective nature of her spine surgery and the need to 
perhaps clear the air somewhat about the incongruencies related to her behavior on 
tape versus that in the clinic. 
Id. (emphasis added). Dr. Braun noted, "she did ask me finally to review the tape again, 
the videotape of her, as she felt that she was more disabled on this tape than I had 
originally felt." Id Dr. Braun discussed the possibility of settling her workers 
compensation case "so that issues of secondary gain and issues of psychosocial overlay 
might be reduced." Id He also recommended a psychological evaluation with their spine 
psychologist, Dr. Mooney. Id He noted Jones asked a lot of questions and "seemed to 
understand my point of view, performing surgery if and when Donna is optimal as far as 
her condition and psychosocial status." Id He offered her a referral to another physician, 
but she expressed a desire to stay with Dr. Braun. Id 
This evidence undermines the Panel's assertion that the surveillance video was the 
deciding factor for the past physicians. The record clearly reflects that Dr. Braun spent 
significant time and effort "clearing the air" (R. at 261, p. 63) about the "incongruencies" 
related to her activities on the tape versus her presentation to Dr. Braun at the clinic. Id 
He did not, at that point, dismiss surgery as an option for her. Rather, he asked that she 
be examined by a spine psychologist. After this evaluation, Dr. Braun did not just adopt 
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Dr. Mooney's opinion, he weighed it with "all of the factors available to him" at that 
time. And he expressed a willingness to assist her in obtaining another surgical opinion. 
Dr. Braun explained his conclusions as follows: 
As you know, spondylolisthesis is a common problem in our population and may 
be present in up to 10% of people with or without any evidence of trauma. 
Options for treatment run the spectrum from non-operative care all the way to 
surgical intervention. As many people do well without surgery (and many 
individuals never even know they have a spondylolisthesis), it is important to 
consider many factors when contemplating surgery. 
Id. He continued, 
In the case of Donna Jones, this included not only my thorough evaluation, but also 
the assessment of our spine psychologist, Dr. George Mooney. Weighing all the 
factors available to me presently, I do not find Donna Jones to be a good surgical 
candidate at this time. Certainly this should not condemn Donna Jones to non-
operative treatment or to any specific form of treatment, as she has the right to 
pursue additional surgical opinions. I would be happy to discuss the above with 
Donna and additionally to provider her with the names of both orthopedic and 
neurosurgeons in this community that would be able to provide her with 
appropriate additional opinions and recommendations regarding her condition. 
14 
This second surgical opinion was obtained through Dr. Hood. The Panel's first 
report cited extensively from Dr. Hood's November 19, 2003 record. The Panel stated, 
"the petitioner currently indicated that on two occasions a date was set for surgery, but 
this was not acceptable to Worker's Compensation Fund and had to be cancelled." (R. at 
47.) This report by Jones to the Panel, and adopted by the Panel, was clearly an error as 
the surgery recommended by Dr. Hood was cancelled not by the industrial insurance 
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carrier but by the treating physician, Dr. Hood himself, after he had become fully aware 
of Jones' medical history. (See Second Hood Report, R. at 155.) 
Dr. Hood's opinion was not fully informed until he was provided with Jones' prior 
medical records. A back fusion is a major medical procedure with serious risks and 
possible complications. Any surgeon should be fully informed of their patient's full 
medical history in order to make a proper and informed opinion, weighing the risks and 
benefits of surgery - particularly elective surgery. Not only did Jones not provide any past 
medical records to Dr. Hood, "she made no mention of having seen Dr. John Braun, Dr. 
Gerald Moress, Dr. George Mooney or Dr. John MacFarlane." (R. at 155.) This 
omission is significant and reflects poorly on Jones. Dr. Hood states, "The findings of 
Dr. Braun and Dr. Mooney are very important in determining a proper course of 
treatment." IdL (emphasis added). He continues, "Had I had their opinions available at 
the time of her consultation on November 19, 2003,1 would not have recommended 
surgical intervention because of the low likelihood that it would significantly improve her 
condition." Id,, emphasis added. Dr. Hood was fully aware of the diagnostic findings 
noted by the Panel. He nevertheless found them outweighed by the totality of the 
information before him. 
When the Panel reconvened after two years, there is a noticeable absence in the 
Panel's second report of any reference to Dr. Hood's subsequent report in which he 
completely reversed his prior opinion and concluded that Jones is not an appropriate 
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surgical candidate. (See R. at 188 - 190.) This absence is significant given the Panel's 
extensive citation to Dr. Hood's initial report in its first evaluation. Moreover, the ALJ 
had specifically instructed the Panel to address "whether Dr. Hood's medical record 
modifies the medical panel's opinion in any way." (R. at 185.) The Panel's failure to 
reference Dr. Hood's second report and address his report in any way is an omission that 
cannot be lightly dismissed. 
Finally, the Panel's interpretation of the surveillance video was inappropriate and 
lacked knowledge of critical testimony and information provided by Zenith at the hearing. 
The ALJ's instruction letter to the panel stated, "You are bound by the Findings of Fact 
with regard to the facts of this case. The facts are the historical and other legal data 
regarding how the injury occurred, dates and times, places, persons involved, and other 
related information commonly thought of as the situational circumstances surrounding the 
alleged injury." (R. at 43.) The ALJ continued, "if you discover additional facts which 
are not contrary to the facts in the Findings of Fact and Interim Order, and you use them 
in your examination and evaluation, it will be necessary to include them in your report 
and explain how the additional facts affected your analysis and conclusions." IcL At the 
hearing, Zenith had the private investigator testify concerning his observations of Jones 
and the preparation of the surveillance tape. The investigator explained that the second 
day of surveillance was done after Jones' deposition when she became aware of the 
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October 31, 2002 surveillance.15 On the first day of surveillance, there had been no 
indication by Jones that she was aware of the investigator. (R. at 262, Hearing Transcript 
p. 67.) In January, however, the investigator testified that as he observed Jones, "she 
drove by me, she smiled and waved. So I got the distinct impression that she knew that I 
was there for surveillance purposes." Id 
The ALJ failed to make any reference to this testimony in her factual findings, 
failing to even acknowledge that Zenith called the investigator as a witness. This 
omission was a significant error in light of the Panel's interpretation of the video. The 
ALJ's failure to make adequate factual findings concerning the all of the evidence 
presented left the Panel to improperly interpret the video and weigh the evidence without 
being fully informed. 
The Panel's report lacks any supporting medical opinion from the physicians who 
have treated and evaluated Jones. Rather than provide a secondary opinion, weighing in 
favor of one already presented by Jones, the Panel's report provides a new and 
unsupported opinion which is the sole evidence Jones relies upon in support of her claim 
for surgical treatment. The Panel's conclusions are flawed and unsupported when viewed 
in light of the full medical record. 
15The entire surveillance video taken on October 31, 2002 was show to Jones at the 
deposition. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Utah Labor Commission has been charged with the duty to adjudicate disputes 
in workers compensation matters. While Commission proceedings are less structured 
than traditional court proceedings, they must still satisfy basic notions of fairness and due 
process. The Commission is expected to consistently and impartially apply the standards 
and rules which it has adopted to govern litigation of these claims. 
In the present case, the ALJ denied Zenith due process and fairness in allowing 
Jones to submit and rely upon a medical report which was produced only one day prior to 
the hearing. At a minimum, the ALJ should have granted Zenith's request for an 
opportunity to respond to the late-produced report from Dr. Hood. Had she either 
excluded the report or allowed Zenith the opportunity to respond to the report, this matter 
would not be before the Court at this time. The issue of surgery would not have gone to a 
medical panel because there would have been no basis for a referral - as all of the treating 
and reviewing physicians agree that Jones is not an appropriate surgical candidate. 
The Labor Commission further erred in refusing to hold a supplemental hearing to 
receive evidence concerning Jones' current status. The Commission's order allows for 
Jones to proceed with major back surgery with an unknown medical provider based upon 
her medical status three years ago. 
Finally, the Commission's adoption of the Panel's report and findings are fatally 
flawed. The Commission erred in allowing the Panel referral. This error was 
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compounded with the admission of the Panel's reports and adoption of the Panel's 
conclusions - all of which are disputed and in conflict with all other medical opinions. 
This Court should reverse the Labor Commission's order and remand this matter 
with the instruction that the Panel's report be rejected and excluded and Jones' claim for 
surgery be denied. 
Respectfully submitted this 17th day of November, 2009. 
BLACKBURN & STOLL, LC 
Michael E. Dyer 
Dori K. Petersen 
Attorneys for Appellants 
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ADDENDUM A 
Jtah Code 
UTAH STATE LEGISLATURE Home | Site Map | Calendar | Code/Constitution | House | Senate | Search 
Title/Chapter/Section: | j Go To | 
Utah Code 
Title 34A Utah Labor Code 
Chapter 2 Workers' Compensation Act 
Section 601 Medical panel, director, or consultant — Findings and reports -- Objections to report ~ 
Hearing — Expenses. 
34A-2-601. Medical panel, director, or consultant — Findings and reports — Objections to 
report — Hearing ~ Expenses. 
(1) (a) The Division of Adjudication may refer the medical aspects of a case described in this 
Subsection (l)(a) to a medical panel appointed by an administrative law judge: 
(i) upon the filing of a claim for compensation arising out of and in the course of employment 
for: 
(A) disability by accident; or 
(B) death by accident; and 
(ii) if the employer or the employer's insurance carrier denies liability. 
(b) An administrative law judge may appoint a medical panel upon the filing of a claim for 
compensation based upon disability or death due to an occupational disease. 
(c) A medical panel appointed under this section shall consist of one or more physicians 
specializing in the treatment of the disease or condition involved in the claim. 
(d) As an alternative method of obtaining an impartial medical evaluation of the medical aspects 
of a controverted case, the division may employ a medical director or one or more medical 
consultants: 
(i) on a full-time or part-time basis; and 
(ii) for the purpose of: 
(A) evaluating medical evidence; and 
(B) advising an administrative law judge with respect to the administrative law judge's ultimate 
fact-finding responsibility. 
(e) If all parties agree to the use of a medical director or one or more medical consultants, the 
medical director or one or more medical consultants is allowed to function in the same manner and 
under the same procedures as required of a medical panel. 
(2) (a) A medical panel, medical director, or medical consultant may do the following to the 
extent the medical panel, medical director, or medical consultant determines that it is necessary or 
desirable: 
(i) conduct a study; 
(ii) take an x-ray; 
(iii) perform a test; or 
(iv) if authorized by an administrative law judge, conduct a post-mortem examination. 
(b) A medical panel, medical director, or medical consultant shall make: 
(i) a report in writing to the administrative law judge in a form prescribed by the Division of 
Adjudication; and 
(ii) additional findings as the administrative law judge may require. 
(c) In an occupational disease case, in addition to the requirements of Subsection (2)(b), a 
medical panel, medical director, or medical consultant shall certify to the administrative law judge: 
11/16/2009 4:36 P* 
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(i) the extent, if any, of the disability of the claimant from performing work for remuneration or 
profit; 
(ii) whether the sole cause of the disability or death, in the opinion of the medical panel, medical 
director, or medical consultant results from the occupational disease; and 
(iii) (A) whether any other cause aggravated, prolonged, accelerated, or in any way contributed 
to the disability or death; and 
(B) if another cause contributed to the disability or death, the extent in percentage to 
which the other cause contributed to the disability or death. 
(d) (i) An administrative law judge shall promptly distribute full copies of a report submitted to 
the administrative law judge under this Subsection (2) by mail to: 
(A) the applicant; 
(B) the employer; 
(C) the employer's insurance carrier; and 
(D) an attorney employed by a person listed in Subsections (2)(d)(i)(A) through (C). 
(ii) Within 20 days after the report described in Subsection (2)(d)(i) is deposited in the United 
States post office, the following may file with the administrative law judge a written objection to the 
report: 
(A) the applicant; 
(B) the employer; or 
(C) the employer's insurance carrier. 
(iii) If no written objection is filed within the period described in Subsection (2)(d)(ii), the report 
is considered admitted in evidence. 
(e) (i) An administrative law judge may base the administrative law judge's finding and decision 
on the report of: 
(A) a medical panel; 
(B) the medical director; or 
(C) one or more medical consultants. 
(ii) Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(e)(i), an administrative law judge is not bound by a report 
described in Subsection (2)(e)(i) if other substantial conflicting evidence in the case supports a 
contrary finding. 
(f) (i) If a written objection to a report is filed under Subsection (2)(d), the administrative law 
judge may set the case for hearing to determine the facts and issues involved. 
(ii) At a hearing held pursuant to this Subsection (2)(f), any party may request the administrative 
law judge to have any of the following present at the hearing for examination and cross-examination: 
(A) the chair of the medical panel; 
(B) the medical director; or 
(C) the one or more medical consultants. 
(iii) For good cause shown, an administrative law judge may order the following to be present at 
the hearing for examination and cross-examination: 
(A) a member of a medical panel, with or without the chair of the medical panel; 
(B) the medical director; or 
(C) a medical consultant. 
(g) (i) A written report of a medical panel, medical director, or one or more medical consultants 
may be received as an exhibit at a hearing described in Subsection (2)(f). 
(ii) Notwithstanding Subsection (2)(g)(i), a report received as an exhibit under Subsection 
(2)(g)(i) may not be considered as evidence in the case except as far as the report is sustained by the 
testimony admitted. 
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(h) For a claim referred under Subsection (1) to a medical panel, medical director, or medical 
consultant before July 1, 1997, the commission shall pay out of the Employers' Reinsurance Fund 
established in Section 34A-2-702: 
(i) expenses of a study or report of the medical panel, medical director, or medical 
consultant; and 
(ii) the expenses of the medical panel's, medical director's, or medical consultant's appearance 
before an administrative law judge. 
(i) (i) For a claim referred under Subsection (1) to a medical panel, medical director, or medical 
consultant on or after July 1, 1997, the commission shall pay out of the Uninsured Employers' Fund 
established in Section 34A-2-704' >34A-2-704 the expenses of: 
(A) a study or report of the medical panel, medical director, or medical consultant; and 
(B) the medical panel's, medical director's, or medical consultant's appearance before an 
administrative law judge. 
(ii) Notwithstanding Section 34A-2-704* >34A-2-704, the expenses described in Subsection 
(2)(i)(i) shall be paid from the Uninsured Employers' Fund whether or not the employment 
relationship during which the industrial accident or occupational disease occurred is localized in 
Utah as described in Subsection 34A-2-704' >34A-2-704(20). 
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R602-2-2. Guidelines for Utilization of Medical Panel. 
Pursuant to Section 34A-2-601, the Commission adopts the following guidelines 
in determining the necessity of submitting a case to a medical panel: 
A. A panel will be utilized by the Administrative Law Judge where one or more 
significant medical issues may be involved. Generally a significant medical issue 
must be shown by conflicting medical reports. Significant medical issues are 
involved when there are: 
1. Conflicting medical opinions related to causation of the injury or disease; 
2. Conflicting medical opinion of permanent physical impairment which vary 
more than 5% of the whole person, 
3. Conflicting medical opinions as to the temporary total cutoff date which vary 
more than 90 days; 
4. Conflicting medical opinions related to a claim of permanent total disability, 
and/or 
5. Medical expenses in controversy amounting to more than $10,000. 
B. A hearing on objections to the panel report may be scheduled if there is a 
proffer of conflicting medical testimony showing a need to clarify the medical panel 
report. Where there is a proffer of new written conflicting medical evidence, the 
Administrative Law Judge may, in lieu of a hearing, re-submit the new evidence to 
the panel for consideration and clarification. 
C. Any expenses of the study and report of a medical panel or medical consultant 
and of their appearance at a hearing, as well as any expenses for further medical 
examination or evaluation, as directed by the Administrative Law Judge, shall be 
paid from the Uninsured Employers' Fund, as directed by Section 34A-2-601. 
ADDENDUM C 
APPEALS BOARD 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
DONNA E. JONES, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RESORT RETAILERS and 
ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Respondents. 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Case No. 2002480 
Resort Retailers and its insurance carrier, Zenith Insurance Co., (referred to jointly as 
"Resort") ask the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to reconsider its prior decision 
affirming benefits for Donna E. Jones under the Utah Workers' Compensation Act, Title 34A, 
Chapter 2, Utah Code Annotated. 
The Appeals Board exercises jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to § 63G-4-302 of the 
Utah Administrative Procedures Act. 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUES PRESENTED 
Ms. Jones claims workers' compensation benefits for a work accident that occurred on 
December 28, 2001, causing injury to her back. A hearing was held and the medical issues were 
referred to a medical panel. The panel found Ms. Jones's back injuries were caused by her work 
accident, that she had not reached medical stability, and that spinal surgery was necessary. Resort 
Retailers then presented another medical opinion and Judge Lima issued her decision, which 
excluded the medical panel's opinion. On remand from the Commission, Judge Lima admitted the 
medical panel report and the new medical opinion into evidence. Judge Lima then submitted the 
medical issues again to the panel in light of Resort Retailers' new medical opinion. The panel 
examined Ms. Jones, reviewed the new evidence, and then issued another report. The panel again 
found that Ms. Jones's back injury was caused by her work accident and that surgery was necessary. 
Judge Lima awarded benefits based on the panel's recommendation. Resort Retailers filed a motion 
for review with the Appeals Board. The Appeals Board denied the motion for review and affirmed 
Judge Lima's opinion. 
In its Motion for Reconsideration, Resort Retailers offers a new medical opinion to refute the 
previous medical panels' opinions as to causation and the recommendation for surgery. Resort 
Retailers argues that because three more years have passed since the Commission awarded benefits, 
including spinal surgery, the Commission should hold a new evidentiary hearing to decide whether 
Ms. Jones' back condition still requires surgery. 
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DISCUSSION 
The issues of medical causation, medical stability and recommended medical care have been 
adjudicated in this matter. Nevertheless, Resort Retailers provides a recent medical opinion from its 
medical consultant that reaches an opinion contrary to the medical panel. A review of this new 
opinion also shows that the medical consultant based his opinion on the medical evidence that the 
medical panel already had reviewed. The Appeals Board declines to reopen the evidentiary record to 
include Resort Retailers' recent medical opinion on issues already decided. The Appeals Board 
reaffirms its previous decision in this case and denies Resort Retailers' Motion for Reconsideration. 
ORDER 
The Appeals Board hereby denies Resort Retailers' Motion for Reconsideration. It is so 
ordered. 
Dated this Jt] day of July, 2009. 
Colleen Colton, Chair 
Patricia S. Drawe 
fc.<B£^ 
Joseph E. Hatch 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
Any party may appeal this Order to the Utah Court of Appeals by filing a Petition For Review 
with that Court within 30 days of the date of this Order. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing Order Denying Motion For Reconsideration in the matter 
of Donna E. Jones, Case No. 2002480, was mailed, first class, postage prepaid this <£r day of July, 
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Donna E. Jones 
340 S 300 E 
HeberCityUT 84032 
Resort Retailers 
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HeberCityUT 84032 
K. Dawn Atkin, Esq. 
H U E Brickyard Rd Ste 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Sydney Jayne Magid, Esq. 
39 Exchange PI Ste 80 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Michael E. Dyer, Esq. 
257 E 200 S Ste 800 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Sara Danielson 
Utah Labor Commission 
ADDENDUM D 
APPEALS BOARD 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
DONNA E. JONES, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RESORT RETAILERS and ZENITH 
INSURANCE COMPANY, | 
Respondents. 
ORDER AFFIRMING 
ALJ'S DECISION 
Case No. 2002480 
Resort Retailers and its insurance carrier, Zenith Insurance Company ("Resort") asks the 
Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to review Administrative Law Judge Lima's award of 
benefits to Donna E. Jones under the Utah Workers' Compensation Act, Title 34A, Chapter 2, Utah 
Code Annotated. 
The Appeals Board exercises jurisdiction over this motion for review pursuant to § 63G-4-
301 of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act and § 34A-2-801(3) of the Utah Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUE PRESENTED 
Ms. Jones claims workers' compensation benefits from Resort Retailers for a work accident 
that occurred on December 28,2001. On January 13,2004, Judge Harm held an evidentiary hearing 
and then referred the medical aspects of the case to a medical panel. On October 13,2004, the panel 
submitted its opinion, concluding that Ms. Jones's back injuries were caused by her work accident, 
she had not yet reached medical stability, and spinal surgery was necessary. However, prior to being 
admitted into the record, Resort Retailers objected to the admission of the panel's report and 
presented a new medical opinion from Dr. Hood, whose opinion initially created the conflict in the 
medical opinions that sent the matter to a panel. 
Judge Lima, who had been reassigned the case, concluded that in light of Dr. Hood's new 
opinion, there were no conflicting medical opinions, thus obviating the need to submit the medical 
aspects to a panel. Judge Lima excluded the panel's opinion from the record and, relying on the 
remaining medical evidence, including Dr. Hood's new report, denied Ms. Jones's claim for 
recommended medical care and temporary total disability. 
Judge Lima's decision was appealed to the Commissioner on a motion for review. The 
Commissioner set aside Judge Lima's decision and remanded the case with instructions that included 
admitting the medical panel's opinion into evidence. Resort Retailers did not appeal that decision. 
On remand, Judge Lima reopened the evidentiary record to include the medical panel report, Dr. 
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Hood's opinion, and any rebuttal evidence. No rebuttal evidence was submitted and Judge Lima 
then resubmitted the medical aspects of the case to the medical panel, taking into consideration Dr. 
Hood's new opinion. The panel reaffirmed its previous opinion that Ms. Jones was still medically 
unstable and surgery was necessary. After reviewing the evidence, Judge Lima found Ms. Jones was 
entitled to benefits, including recommended medical care and temporary total disability 
compensation. 
In its motion for review, Resort Retailers argues that there was no ''present" conflict in the 
medical opinions necessitating referral to a medical panel by either Judge Hann or Lima and 
therefore the panel's reports should be excluded from the evidence. It further contends that, based on 
the remaining medical opinions in the record, Ms. Jones is not entitled to further benefits. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The Appeals Board adopts Judge Lima's findings of facts. The facts material to the issues in 
the motion for review can be summarized as follows: 
On December 28,2001, while working for Resort Retailers, Ms. Jones was standing on a step 
ladder that collapsed and she fell on her buttocks and back. She was first diagnosed with a lumbar 
spasm/strain and fractured coccyx. Eventually Ms. Jones was referred to Dr. Braun for a surgical 
consultation. Dr. Braun ordered additional tests and found an acute fracture in the L4-S1 facet 
region. He initially discussed surgical options with Ms. Jones until he was presented with a 
surveillance tape of Ms. Jones. He then reserved his recommendation for surgery pending a 
psychological evaluation. 
At Resort Retailers' request, Dr. Moress evaluated Ms. Jones and concluded that she suffered 
an L5 pedicle fracture as a result of the work injury. He recommended a psychological evaluation if 
Ms. Jones did undergo surgery. If she did not have surgery, Dr. Moress found she had reached 
medical stability by October 31, 2002. Dr. Mooney, a spine psychologist, found Ms. Jones's 
profile correlated to poor recovery after elective back surgery and that "[t]he totality of the 
information suggests caution with surgical decision making." On July 21,2003, Dr. Braun decided 
that Ms. Jones was not a good surgical candidate. He further noted, "[C]ertainly this should not 
condemn Donna Jones to non-operative treatment or to any specific form of treatment, as she has the 
right to pursue additional surgical opinions." 
On November 19,2003, Dr. Hood evaluated Ms. Jones and found a remote fracture of the left 
L5 pedicle and L5-S1 facet that he assessed was caused by the accident and was the primary source 
for her pain. He recommended surgery. Because Dr. Hood's opinion created a conflict in the 
medical opinions, a medical panel was appointed. The medical panel, consisting of Dr. Madison 
Thomas, Dr. Glenn Momberger, and Dr. Robert Burgoyne (who conducted a psychiatric evaluation), 
examined Ms. Jones and reviewed the medical evidence, including the various medical opinions, the 
preliminary findings of fact, and video surveillance tapes dated October 31, 2002 and January 7, 
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2003. The panel found a medical causal connection between Ms. Jones's back condition and the 
accident and that her condition from the accident had not yet stabilized. The panel recommended 
surgery as necessary treatment for the work injury. 
In the meantime, after the hearing on this matter on January 13,2004, and the closing of the 
evidentiary record, Resort Retailers provided Dr. Hood copies of the other medical opinions in Ms 
Jones's case as well as the video surveillance tapes. Dr. Hood provided a new medical opinion 
dated January 30,2004, wherein he decided he would not perform surgery on Ms. Jones and that he 
had cancelled the surgery that had been scheduled for Ms. Jones's the following month. 
On March 24, 2006, the medical panel reexamined Ms. Jones and reviewed the medical 
evidence, including Dr. Hood's new opinion. The panel reaffirmed its previous findings that Ms. 
Jones's back condition, caused by the work accident, had still not reached medical stability and that 
surgery was necessary to treat her injury. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
According to the Commission's rules of evidence and procedures, § 34A-2-802 of the Utah 
Workers' Compensation Act, the Commission is given the authority to makes its investigations into 
workers' compensation claims "in such manner as in its judgment is best calculated to ascertain the 
substantial rights of the parties." The Act further authorizes the Commission to "receive as evidence 
and use as proof of any fact in dispute all evidence deemed material and relevant including, but not 
limited to . . . reports of attending or examining physicians, or of pathologists." 
Resort Retailers argues that there was no proper legal or medical foundation for Judge Harm 
to submit this case to a medical panel because there was no "present" conflicting medical opinions. 
However, the Commission has already decided that the medical panel report was admissible as 
evidence and Resort Retailers did not appeal that decision. Therefore the panel's report is 
admissible. 
Resort Retailers also challenges Judge Lima's resubmission of the issues to the medical panel 
in light of Dr. Hood's new conflicting report. Commission Rule R602-2-2.B provides: 
A hearing on objections to the panel report may be scheduled if there is a proffer of 
conflicting medical testimony showing a need to clarify the medical panel report. 
Where there is a proffer of new written conflicting medical evidence, the 
Administrative Law Judge may, in lieu of a hearing, re-submit the new evidence to 
the panel for consideration and clarification. (Emphasis added.) 
The Appeals Board finds that Dr. Hood's new opinion, which was in direct contradiction of 
his previous report submitted to the panel, constitutes a conflicting report and that it was reasonable 
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and within her discretionary authority for Judge Lima to ask the panel to clarify its opinion in light of 
this new opinion. 
Finally, Resort Retailers argues that Judge Lima's decision, which relied on the medical 
panel's opinion, was not supported by the medical evidence. The panel, consisting of three doctors 
who are experts in medical specialties relevant to Ms. Jones's claim, reviewed the preliminary 
findings of fact, the medical record, and both surveillance videos, and personally examined Ms. 
Jones. The panel then concluded that Ms. Jones's back condition was caused by the work injury, 
Ms. Jones had not reached medical stability, and surgery was necessary to treat the injury. The 
Appeals Board has reviewed the record and finds that the independent medical panel's opinion, 
which was formed after a review of the factual information and the medical evidence, is well 
reasoned, supported by the evidence, and persuasive. 
In summary, the Appeals Board finds, based on the evidence, that Ms. Jones's back condition 
was caused by the work injury, she is not medically stable and is entitled to temporary total disability 
compensation, and she is entitled to the recommended medical care as outlined in the panel's report 
ORDER 
The Appeals Board hereby affirms Judge Lima's decision for benefits. It is so ordered. 
Dated this ^ ^ d a y of April, 2009 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
Any party may ask the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to reconsider this 
Order. Any such request for reconsideration must be received by the Appeals Board within 20 days 
of the date of this order. Alternatively, any party may appeal this order to the Utah Court of Appeals 
by filing a petition for review with the court. Any such petition for review must be received by the 
court within 30 days of the date of this order. 
Patricia S. Drawe 
J^eph E. Hatch 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing Order Affirming ALJ's Decision in the matter of Donna 
E. Jones 2002480, was mailed first class postage prepaid this £$£tej of April, 2009, to the 
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Donna E. Jones 
340 S 300 E 
Heber City UT 84032 
Resort Retailers 
215 N Main St 
Heber City UT 84032 
K. Dawn Atkin, Esq. 
H U E Brickyard Rd Ste 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Sydney Jayne Magid, Esq. 
39 Exchange PI Ste 80 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Michael E. Dyer, Esq. 
257 E 200 S Ste 800 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Sara Danielson 
Utah Labor Commission 
ADDENDUM E 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATION DIVISION 
POBox 146615 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6615 
801-530-6800 
DONNA E. JONES, 
Petitioner, 
RESORT RETAILERS and ZENITH 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Respondents. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUS 
LAW AND ORDER 
Case No. 2002480 
Judge Lorrie Lima 
HEARING: Room 336, Labor Commission, 160 East 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
on January 13, 2004, at 8:30 a.m. The hearing was pursuant to Order and 
Notice of the Commission. 
BEFORE: Debbie L. Harm, Administrative Law Judge. 
APPEARANCES: The petitioner, Donna E. Jones, was present and represented by Dawn 
Atkin, Esq. and Sydney Magid, Esq. 
The respondents, Resort Retailers and Zenith Insurance, were represented 
by Michael Dyer, Esq. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On May 3, 2002, Donna E. Jones (Petitioner) filed an Application for Hearing and 
alleged entitlement to temporary total compensation resulting from a December 28,2001, injury. 
On May 13, 2002, a Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceedings and Order for Answer 
was issued by the Utah Labor Commission (Commission). 
On June 10, 2002, Resort Retailers and Zenith Insurance Company filed an Answer 
and admitted that Petitioner was injured as alleged and temporary total compensation was being 
paid to her and would continue until she reached medical stability. 
The hearing, scheduled February 19, 2003, was continued for six months at the 
request of the parties to allow Petitioner to undergo a psychological evaluation. The evaluation 
did not resolve the dispute between the parties. A hearing was rescheduled on December 23, 
2003, and again on January 13, 2004, at Petitioner's request. 
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After a review of the medical records exhibit, page 23 was removed from the exhibit. 
The document was renumbered R-5 because it was the employer's first report of injury and not a 
medical record. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
On July 8, 2004, Judge Hann issued a Findings of Fact and Interim Order and referred 
the medical issues to a Commission medical panel. The medical panel issued a report on 
October 13, 2004. The parties were provided a copy of the medical panel report. 
On April 14, 2005, Judge Lima issued a Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order. On May 13, 2005, Petitioner filed a Motion for Review. On June 30, 2005, Respondents 
filed a response. 
On October 31, 2005, an Order Granting Motion for Review and Order of Remand 
was issued by the Commission. The Order set aside Judge Lima's decision of April 14, 2005, 
and remanded the matter for further proceedings. 
On January 25, 2005, Judge Lima issued an Order and reopened the evidentiary record 
and admitted into the record the Commission medical panel report, dated October 13, 2004, and 
the medical report of Dr. Hood, dated January 4, 2005. The Order allowed the parties to file 
updated medical evidence regarding Petitioner's medical condition. Neither party filed 
additional medical records. 
On March 2, 2006, the medical issues in this matter were referred to a Commission 
medical panel for a supplemental report. On April 5, 2006, the medical panel filed a 
supplemental report. On April 5, 2006, a copy of the report was mailed to the parties and they 
were allowed 15 days to file an objection. 
RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTAL MEDICAL PANEL REPORT 
On April 17, 2006, Respondents filed a request for clarification of the supplemental 
report regarding a conditioning program for Petitioner. On April 19, 2006, Petitioner's filed a 
response and disagreed that clarification was needed. 
Section 34A-2-601(2)(d)(ii) and (iii) of the Workers Compensation Act outlines the 
objection process. Any objection filed under this provision is to the entry of the medical panel 
report into the record. However, the preponderance of medical evidence must still be considered 
in reaching the final determination. Therefore, the objection does not go to the weight the 
medical panel report should be given but to its admission into the record. In the instant case, 
there is nothing contained within Respondents' request that would prevent the supplemental 
medical panel report from being entered into the evidentiary record. Therefore, the medical 
panel report is admitted into evidence pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §34A-2-601(2)(d). 
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FINDINGS OF VAC i 
1. Employment. 
Petitioner was employed by Resort Retailers. She worked in a convenience store. 
Petitioner's job duties included stocking, cleaning, waiting on customers and preparing food. 
Petitioner worked the graveyard shift that began at 11:00 p.m. In the early hours of December 
28, 2001, Petitioner was dusting the top of a soda machine, when standing on a step-ladder, and 
it gave way. She fell and landed on her buttocks and back. 
2. Compensation. 
The parties stipulated that Petitioner was entitled to the maximum weekly compensation 
rate of $554.00. In addition to her employment with Resort Retailers, Petitioner worked part-
time at a Smith's food store deli at the time of her industrial accident. Petitioner was unable to 
return to her Smith's job following the industrial accident. 
Respondents' paid to Petitioner temporary total compensation through October 31, 2002, 
and permanent partial compensation of six percent whole person. 
3. Medical Treatme mbar Spine Condition, 
Petitioner sought treatment on December 30, 2001, at Park City Urgent Care. She was 
diagnosed with a lumbar spasm/strain and fractured coccyx. Medical Records Exhibit (MRE), 
14-17. Petitioner continued to have back pain on her follow-up visits and she was referred for an 
MRI scan, performed on January 23, 2002. The impression was a prominent annular disc 
bulging at L5-S1 with posterior annular tear and spinal stenosis, moderate annular disc bulge at 
L3-L4 and mild annular disc bulging at L4-L5 without stenosis and moderate bilateral foraminal 
stenosis at L5-S1. Based upon the MRI results, Petitioner was referred to Dr. Edgar Goldston 
and to physical therapy which she underwent from February 2, 2002, through February 26, 2002. 
MRE, 5-10, 18,20. 
On February 28, 2002, Dr. Goldston determined Petitioner had bilateral leg pain, L5 
radiculopathy, L5-S1 disc HIVP neuroforaminal stenosis. He recommended lumbar x-rays, 
epidural injections, use of a walking cane and medication. MRE, 11-12. Petitioner had x-rays 
on March 4, 2002. MRE, 43. She underwent a series of injections on March 8, 2002, April 12, 
2002 and May 10, 2002. MRE, 45-46, 50-51, 53-54. Petitioner's condition did not improve and 
she was referred to Dr. John MacFarlane who recommended a surgical evaluation. MRE, 28. 
Petitioner was referred to Dr. John Braun for pain radiating into her left lower extremity 
to the toe. Dr. Braun noted that Petitioner was "...inconsistently cooperative with the exam. 
Strength: on cursory examination patient has 0/5 strength, FHL, EHL, gastrocs, tibiant on the left 
however with distraction the patient is noted to have at least 4/5 strength FHL, EHL, gastrocs 
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tibiant... ." Dr. Braun further noted that the "[p]atient currently has a worker's comp case open 
and such may have some secondary gain issues unresolved at this point...However given some 
subtle clinical findings further investigation is warranted at this point... ." Dr. Braun 
recommended a CT scan and an EMG. MRE, 55. 
Petitioner underwent a bone scan on September 25, 2002, a CT scan on September 23, 
2002, and an EMG on November 4, 2002. Medical exhibit MRE, 58, 59, 60A-C. On November 
6, 2002, Dr. Braun reviewed the test results and he noted the EMG revealed some mild left L-5 
radiculopathy and the CT scan and bone scan "...show what appears to be a more acute type 
fracture in the region of her L4-S1 facet as well as through the base of the transverse process on 
the left side. She also has a pars defect at that level in addition to the left sided uptake on the 
bone scan at L5 in the region of her severe facet arthropathy... ." Dr. Braun recommended a 
CMG for Petitioner's complaints of bowel/bladder changes. MRE, 61. 
On November 19, 2002, Petitioner failed to show for her appointment with Dr. Braun. 
However, the insurance carrier's representative was present and provided Dr. Braun with a 
surveillance tape of Petitioner from the previous month. The tape showed Petitioner 
"...performing activities at a high level of function with apparently minimal limitation by pain. 
This tape seems to be somewhat incongruent with our observations of Donna when in our clinic. 
When observed in our clinic she is usually lying down and has quite a great deal of pain with any 
motion... ." MRE, 62. 
On January 13, 2003, Dr. Moress evaluated Petitioner on behalf of Respondents. His 
diagnosis was a fracture of the left L5 pedicle, hypolasia right L5 facet, chronic lumbosacral pain 
syndrome with non-verifiable radiculopathy, delayed recovery, PTSD, chronic depression, 
possible factitious disorder, bowel/bladder incontinence of unknown etiology. Dr. Moress noted 
inconsistencies on examination and the video surveillance but stated "[s]he does have evidence 
of pathology within her spine as a source for pain but I do not think that the pathology within her 
spine is causing this reported severe degree of disability (unsubstantiated)." Dr. Moress opined 
Petitioner suffered an L5 pedicle fracture as the result of the industrial injury and that she was 
medically stable, if surgery was not to be performed, with six percent whole person impairment 
for the fractured pedicle. He also noted that "...even if Dr. Braun feel[s] she is unstable and 
needs to be fused, her prognosis for a good result...would be quite poor. Prior to any 
consideration of surgery, she needs to be off the narcotics and to have psychological evaluation." 
MRE, 34-41. In a February 3, 2003, addendum Dr. Moress clarified that Petitioner reached 
medical stability on October 31, 2002, the date of the video surveillance where no obvious 
limitations were evident. MRE, 42. 
On January 21, 2003, Petitioner returned to Dr. Braun who noted that "[i]t would perhaps 
be helpful for her to settle her worker's compensation issues so that issues of secondary gain and 
issues of psychosocial overlay might be reduced." Dr. Braun recommended Petitioner see Dr. 
Mooney, "our spine psychologist," before any consideration of surgery was made. MRE, 63-64. 
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On April 28, 2003, Dr. Mooney evaluated Petitioner to assess her candidacy for elective 
spine surgery. Dr. Mooney noted that Petitioner was a childhood victim of physical and sexual 
abuse and, more recently, the victim of an armed robbery and sexual molestation at work. Dr. 
Mooney noted that approximately one year after the robbery, Petitioner began experiencing 
anxiety attacks for which she sought treatment. He also noted a history of depression. Dr. 
Mooney found Petitioner's MMPI profile to correlate to poor recovery after elective back 
surgery with a strongest correlation to those with minimal objective pathology and weaker in 
those with a clearer cut pathology. Dr. Mooney opined that the totality of information suggested 
caution with surgical decision making. MRE, 64A-F. 
In a July 2003, letter Dr. Braun opined that Petitioner was not a good surgical candidate 
but "...this should not condemn [her] to non-operative treatment...as she has the right to pursue 
additional surgical opinions... ." MRE, 64G. 
On November 19, 2003, Dr. Hood evaluated Petitioner. Dr. Hood's impression was a 
remote fracture of the left L5 pedicle and L5-S1 facet, stenosis at L5-S1 and disc degeneration at 
L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1. Dr. Hood opined that the main cause of Petitioner's pain was the pedicle 
fracture and the stenosis combined at L5-S1. He recommended that she undergo surgery. MRE, 
64H. 
On January 30, 2004, Dr. Hood supplemented his original report. Dr. Hood noted that 
when he evaluated Petitioner on November 19, 2003, she did not inform him that she had been 
evaluated by Drs. Braun, Moress, Mooney or MacFarlane. Dr. Hood reviewed all of Petitioner's 
medical records, diagnostic reports and surveillance tape, dated October 31, 2002, and January 7, 
2003. Dr. Hood noted that Drs. Braun and Mooney's finding were important to determine a 
proper course of treatment. Dr. Hood opined that, based on their reports, he would not have 
recommended surgery to Petitioner due to the low likelihood it would significantly improve 
Petitioner's condition. Dr. Hood cancelled Petitioner's scheduled surgery on February 12, 2004. 
Petitioner described having "good days," "medium days" and "bad days" with only four 
to six "good days" per month. On bad days she "has a hard time getting out of bed." 
vledical Panel Report and Supplement. 
A, Medical Panel Report 
The medical panel consisted of Dr. Madison Thomas, Chairman, and Drs. Glenn 
Momberger and Robert Burgoyne, Members. The medical panel examined Petitioner and 
reviewed her medical and diagnostic records. Dr. Burgoyne conducted a psychiatric examination 
of Petitioner which findings were considered by the medical panel in its final determination of 
the medical issues. 
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The medical panel opined a medical nexus between Petitioner's low back condition and 
the industrial accident. The medical panel noted that Petitioner did not have previous significant 
low back problems before the industrial accident. 
The medical panel opined that Petitioner was not medically stable due to the industrial 
accident. The medical panel noted it was apparent that, although there were fluctuations in the 
severity of Petitioner's complaints, they have been persistent and have not yet yielded to medical 
or psychologic intervention. 
The medical panel opined that the surgery recommended by Dr. Hood was reasonable 
and necessary treatment due to Petitioner's industrial accident.1 
B. Supplemental Medical Panel Report. 
The medical panel consisted of Dr. Glenn Momberger, Chairman. The medical panel 
examined Petitioner and reviewed her medical records. 
The medical panel opined that Petitioner's diagnosis was spondylolisthesis, grade I at L5-
Sl, with some instability. The medical panel noted that based on Petitioner's x-ray she had an 
unstable spondylolisthesis. It further noted that individuals with this condition could be 
asymptomatic, and then sustain a significant injury, and subsequently become symptomatic. The 
medical panel opined that Petitioner experienced a significant injury based on her diagnostic 
studies. The medical panel noted that Petitioner's nuclear bone scan indicated that she sustained 
a left pedical fracture and a study showed moderate to marked spinal stenosis. It further noted 
that the Petitioner's studies were significant clinical findings and the source of her ongoing 
spinal pain. 
The medical panel evaluated Dr. Mooney's recommendation regarding surgery as 
treatment for Petitioner's condition. It noted that Dr. Mooney appeared to base his conclusion, 
that Petitioner not undergo surgery, on minimal objective pathology. In contrast, the medical 
panel further noted, Petitioner's radiologic diagnosis demonstrated that she had significant back 
pathology. Therefore, the medical panel determined that Dr. Mooney was under the impression 
that Petitioner had minimal problems. It opined, that as Petitioner had significant back 
pathology, Dr. Mooney's recommendation should be reconsidered. The medical panel referenced 
Dr. Burgoyne's psychiatric report which stated that Petitioner's psychological problems had not 
increased her physical disability. 
The medical panel opined that Petitioner was not medically stable. It noted that 
Petitioner's condition was unchanged from two years earlier and perhaps worsening. 
1
 Dr. Burgoyne, psychiatrist, diagnosis of Petitioner was that she did have a pain disorder. He noted that, although 
Petitioner had some psychiatric problems in the past, they were not caused by the industrial accident nor did they 
increase the physical disability. Dr. Burgoyne further opined that Petitioner was not malingering. 
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The medical panel opined that surgery was reasonable and necessary due to the industrial 
accident. It further opined that Petitioner was a candidate for surgical correction of her two 
known pathologic entities and to be performed by a full-time spine surgeon with a 
comprehensive program for rehabilitation. The medical panel recommended that Petitioner be 
placed on an upper extremity condition program, wean herself from narcotics and be assured 
surgery is performed as scheduled. The medical panel further recommended that current 
imaging studies be performed, including a provocative discogram to determine if the disc above 
her spondylolisthesis is symptomatic. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLliSi*, • •: 
1 Recommended Surgery, 
The preponderance of evidence, based on the medical panel, demonstrates that Petitioner 
sustained a significant injury as a result of her industrial accident based on her diagnostic studies. 
The medical panel further opined that surgery was reasonable and necessary to treat her 
industrial injury. The medical panel noted that Petitioner's psychological problems had not 
increased her physical disability. The medical panel recommended that Petitioner be placed on 
an upper extremity condition program, wean herself from narcotics and be assured surgery is 
performed as scheduled. The medical panel further recommended that current imaging studies 
be performed, including a provocative discogram to determine if the disc above her 
spondylolisthesis is symptomatic. 
2 Temporary Total Compensation. 
An injured worker's right to temporary total compensation is governed by Utah Code 
Ann. §34-2-410. Injured workers are entitled to receive temporary total disability compensation 
until they reach medical stability. "Stabilization means that the period of healing has ended and 
the condition of the claimant will not materially improve. Once healing has ended, the 
permanent nature of the claimant's disability can be assessed and benefits awarded accordingly." 
Booms v. Rapp Construction Co., 720 P. 2d 1363 (Utah 1986). 
The preponderance of evidence, based on the medical panel, demonstrates that Petitioner 
was not medically stable from her industrial injury. The medical panel noted that, although there 
were fluctuations in the severity of Petitioner's complaints, they have been persistent and have 
not yielded to medical or psychologic intervention. The medical panel further noted that 
Petitioner's condition remained unchanged since it originally examined her in August 2004, and 
her condition may have worsened. 
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Based on the foregoing, Petitioner was entitled to temporary total disability compensation 
from November 1, 2006, to July 17, 2006, and thereafter until she becomes medical stable of her 
industrial injury.2 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Respondents shall pay Petitioner temporary total 
compensation from November 1, 2002, to July 18, 2006, at the weekly rate of $554.00 for 193.57 
weeks for a total of $107,237.78. The amount is accrued, due and payable in a lump sum, plus 
interest at eight percent (8%) per annum, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §34A-2-420(3) and Utah 
Administrative Code, Rule 612-1-5. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondents shall pay Petitioner temporary total 
compensation from July 19, 2006, at the weekly rate of $554.00, until she is medically stable but 
not to exceed 312 weeks. 
IS FUTHER ORDERED that Respondents shall pay the statutory attorneys' fees of 
$10,850.00, plus twenty percent (20%) of the interest awarded herein, directly to Dawn Atkin, 
Esq. pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §34A-l-3-0 and Utah Administrative Code, Rule 602-2-4. 
That amount shall be deducted Petitioner's award and sent directly to the office of Ms. Atkin. 
DATED THIS July 18, 2006. ^ 
LorrieLimW7 v 
Administrative Law Judge 
2
 Respondents paid temporary total disability compensation to Petitioner to October 31,2002. 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
A party aggrieved by the decision may file a Motion for Review with the Adjudication 
Division of the Utah Labor Commission. The Motion for Review must set forth the specific 
basis for review and must be received by the Commission within 30 days from the date this 
decision is signed. Other parties may then submit their responses to the Motion for Review 
within 20 days of the date of the Motion for Review. 
Any party may request that the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission conduct 
the foregoing review. Such request must be included in the party's Motion for Review or its 
response. If none of the parties specifically request review by the Appeals Board, the review will 
be conducted by the Utah Labor Commission. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the attached Findings of Fact, Conclusions 
of Law, and Order was mailed by prepaid U.S. postage on July 18, 2006, to the persons/parties at 
the following addresses: 
K. Dawn Atkin Esq 
H U E . Brickyard Road Suite 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Michael E Dyer Esq 
257E200SSte800 
Salt Lake City UT 84 
UTAH LAB ISSION 
ClerkfAdjudic 
PO Box 14661' 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6615 
ADDENDUM F 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATION DIVISION 
PO Box 146615 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6615 
801-530-6800 
DONNA E. JONES, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RESORT RETAILERS and ZENITH 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Respondents. 
ORDER 
Case No. 2002480 
Judge Lorrie Lima 
THIS MATTER came before the Labor Commission by way of Order Granting 
Motion for Review and Order of Remand. Based on the Order of Remand, the undersigned shall 
reopen the evidentiary record and (1) admit the Labor Commission medical panel report, dated 
October 13, 2004, (2) admit Dr. Robert Hood's medical report, dated January 4, 2004, and (3) 
allow the parties to submit updated medical evidence regarding Petitioner's medical condition. 
The undersigned shall then review the medical facts of this case in light of all the 
evidence. The undersigned may refer the medical issues back to the medical panel for a 
supplemental report. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the evidentiary record is reopened and admitted into 
the record are the Labor Commission medical panel report, dated October 31,2004, and the 
medical report of Dr. Hood, dated January 4,2005^- ? 1-30-04 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties may file updated medical evidence of 
Petitioner's medical condition by Friday, February 24,2005. 
DATED THIS January 25, 2006. 
UTAH LABOR c6^WsiON 
Lorrie LinKF 
Administrative Law Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the attached Order was mailed by prepaid 
U.S. postage on January , 2006, to the persons/parties at the following addresses: 
K Dawn Atkin Esq 
H U E Brickyard Rd Ste 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Sydney Jayne Magid Esq 
136 S Main St Ste 820 
Salt Lake City UT 84101 
• /•"Michael E. Dyer 
257 E 200 S Ste 800 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Clerk, Adjudication Division 
ADDENDUM G 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
DONNA E. JONES, i 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RESORT RETAILERS and 
ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Respondents. 
ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION FOR REVIEW 
ORDER OF REMAND 
Case No. 02-0480 
Donna E. Jones asks the Utah Labor Commission to review Administrative Law Judge Lima's 
denial of Ms. Jones's claim for additional benefits under the Utah Workers' Compensation Act ("the 
Act"; Title 34A, Chapter 2, Utah Code Annotated). 
The Labor Commission exercises jurisdiction over this motion for review pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann. §63-46b-12 and Utah Code Ann. §34A-2-801(3). 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUE PRESENTED 
Ms. Jones seeks workers' compensation benefits for back injuries sustained on December 28, 
2003, while she was working for Resort Retailers. Judge Hann held an evidentiary hearing on Ms. 
Jones' claim on January 13, 2004, and then, based on the medical evidence presented at the hearing, 
referred the medical aspects of Ms. Jones' claim to an independent panel of medical experts Judge 
Hann subsequently resigned from the Commission and Judge Lima assumed responsibility over Ms. 
Jones' claim. 
The medical panel submitted its report on October 13, 2004. In summary, the panel 
concluded that Ms. Jones' back injuries were caused by her work accident, spinal surgery was 
necessary, and Ms Jones had not yet reached medical stability Resort Retailers challenged the 
panel's report on two grounds: 
• Resort Retailers submitted a new medical opinion from Dr. Hood, one of Ms. Jones' 
physicians, stating that Ms. Jones did not require surgery. Resort Retailers argued this new 
opinion from Dr. Hood removed any need for appointment of the medical panel, and that the 
report already received from the panel should not be admitted into evidence. 
• Alternatively, Resort Retailers argued that, even if the panel's report remained in 
evidence, it was discredited by other more persuasive medical evidence and should, therefore, 
be disregarded 
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In a decision issued on April 14,2005, Judge Lima accepting Resort Retailers' first argument, 
that Dr. Hood's new opinion obviated the need for the medical panel's evaluation On that basis, 
Judge Lima declined to admit the panel's report into evidence. Then, relying on the medical evidence 
that remained in the record, including the new opinion from Dr. Hood, Judge Lima denied Ms Jones' 
requests for additional benefits. 
In asking the Commission to review Judge Lima's decision, Ms Jones contends it was 
improper for Judge Lima to base that decision on a new opinion from Dr. Hood that was not 
submitted by Resort Retailers until after the evidentiary record had been closed. 
DISCUSSION 
Workers' compensation proceedings are less structured than traditional court proceedings. 
Under § 34A-2-802(l) of the Utah Workers' Compensation Act, the Commission and its ALJs"[are] 
not bound by the usual common law or statutory rules of evidence, or by any technical or formal rules 
or procedures " Furthermore, § 34 A-2-802(2) authorizes the Commission to "receive as evidence 
and use as proof of any fact in dispute all evidence deemed material and relevant including... reports 
of attending or examining physicians 
While the law allows latitude as to the type of evidence that can be considered in workers' 
compensation proceedings, this latitude does not override constitutional and statutory due process 
requirements. Among other things, due process requires that parties have an opportunity to present 
their own evidence and rebut conflicting evidence. In fact, a principle reason for holding hearings in 
workers' compensation proceedings is to allow this presentation of evidence, including opposing 
medical opinions, in an efficient and orderly manner. 
A formal evidentiary hearing was held in this case on January 13, 2004. The parties were 
obligated to present their evidence at that time. Based on the evidence that was, in fact, presented, 
Judge Hann properly appointed a panel to evaluate the medical aspects of Ms. Jones' claim. The panel 
proceeded to perform its independent evaluation and to issue a report addressing the relevant medical 
questions. Only then did Resort Retailers attempt to submit new medical evidence from Dr. Hood to 
undermine both the original appointment of the panel and the panel's report. 
With Ms. Jones' claim in this posture, the first issue to be determined is whether the 
evidentiary record should be reopened to allow admission of Dr. Hood's new opinion. Judge Lima's 
decision did not address this question. If the record is reopened to allow admission of Dr. Hood's 
new opinion, then principles of due process require that Ms. Jones be given an opportunity to 
challenge or rebut the opinion with her own evidence. 
Assuming for discussion only that Judge Lima does reopen the evidentiary record, and if 
Judge Lima also finds Dr. Hood's new opinion persuasive, the question will then arise whether that 
new opinion should somehow relate back and call into question Judge Hann's earlier decision to 
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appoint a medical panel. The Commission concludes that it should not. Under the facts that existed 
at the time Judge Harm appointed the panel, the appointment was proper. The medical panel has 
already done its work, which is to exercise its independent medical judgment in evaluating the medical 
aspects of Ms. Jones' claim. It is possible that the weight of other medical opinion will be found more 
persuasive than the medical panel's opinion, but the Commission sees no reason why the panel's 
opinion should not be admitted into the evidentiary record and afforded whatever persuasive force it 
merits. 
In summary, the Commission concludes that Judge Lima must a) decide whether to reopen the 
evidentiary record for admission of Dr. Hood's new opinion; b) allow rebuttal evidence if Dr. Hood's 
opinion is admitted; and c) determine the medical facts of this case in light of all the evidence, 
including the medical panel's report. 
ORDER 
The Commission grants Ms. Jones' motion for review, sets aside Judge Lima's decision of 
April 18, 2005, and remands this matter to the Adjudication Division for further proceedings 
consistent with this decision. It is so ordered. 
R. Lee Ellertson 
Utah Labor Commissioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing Order Denying Motion For Review in the matter of 
Donna E. Jones, Case No. 02-0480, was mailed first class postage prepaid thisj^fclay of October, 
2005, to the following: 
Donna E Jones 
340 S 300 E 
HeberCityUT 84032 
Resort Retailers 
215 N Main St 
HeberCityUT 84032 
K Dawn Atkin Esq 
H U E Brickyard Rd Ste 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Sydney Jayne Magid Esq 
136 S Main St Ste 820 
Salt Lake City UT 84101 
Michael Dyer Esq 
257 E 200 S Ste 800 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Sara Danielson 
Utah Labor Commission 
ADDENDUM H 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATION DIVISION 
PO Box 146615 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6615 
801-530-6800 
DONNA E JONES, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
RESORT RETAILERS and ZENITH 
INSURANCE, 
Respondents. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND INTERIM 
ORDER 
Case No. 2002480 
Judge Debbie L. Hann 
HEARING: Room 336j Labor Commission, 160 East 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
on January 13, 2004 at 8:30 a.m.. Said Hearing was pursuant to Order and 
Notice of the Commission. 
BEFORE: Debbie L. Hann, Administrative Law Judge. 
APPEARANCES: The petitioner, Donna E Jones, was present and represented by his/her 
attorney K Dawn Atkin Esq. 
The respondentsResort Retailers and Zenith Insurance were represented by 
attorney Michael Dyer Esq. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The petitioner's May 3, 2002 Application for Hearing alleges entitlement to temporary total 
compensation resulting from a December 28, 2002 injury. On May 13, 2002, the Commission 
issued a Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceedings and Order for Answer. The respondents' 
June 10, 2002 Answer admitted the petitioner was injured as alleged and that temporary total 
compensation was being paid and would continue until medical stability. 
Hearing was scheduled for February 19, 2003 but continued for 6 months at the request of the 
parties to allow the petitioner to undergo a psychological evaluation with the parties to contact 
the undersigned if the matter needed to be rescheduled. The evaluation did not resolve the 
dispute between the parties and the matter was rescheduled for hearing on December 23, 2003 
and then to January 13, 2004 at the request of the petitioner. 
After review of the medical records exhibit page 23, listed as a record from the University Clinic 
in Park City was removed from the medical records exhibit and re-numbered at R-5 because it 
was the employer's first report of injury, not a medical record. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
The petitioner was employed by the respondent, Resort Retailers, working in a 7-11 convenience 
store where she was required to stock, clean, wait on customers and do some food preparation. 
The petitioner worked the graveyard shift, beginning at 11 p.m.. In the early hours of December 
28, 2001, the petitioner was dusting the top of a soda machine while standing on a step-ladder 
when it gave way and she fell landing on her buttocks and back. 
The parties stipulated the petitioner was entitled to the maximum weekly compensation rate of 
$554.00 as the petitioner was also working part time at the Smith's deli at the time of this 
accident and she was unable to return to that job following the accident. 
The petitioner sought treatment on December 30, 2001 at Park City Urgent Care and was 
assessed with lumbar spasms/strain and a fractured coccyx. Medical exhibit 14-17. The 
petitioner continued to have back pain on her follow up visits so was referred for an MRI done 
on January 23, 2002. The impression was prominent annular disc bulging at L5-S1 with 
posterior annular tear and spinal stenosis, moderate annular disc bulge at L3-L4 and mild annular 
disc bulging at L4-L5 without stenosis and moderate bilateral formaminal stenosis at L5-S1. 
Based upon the MRI results the petitioner was referred to Dr. Goldston and to physical therapy 
which she underwent from February 2, 2002 through February 26, 2002. Medical exhibit 18, 20, 
5-6, 7-10. 
On February 28, 2002, Dr. Goldston assessed bilateral leg pain, L5 radiculopathy, L5-S1 disc 
HIVP neuroforaminal stenosis and recommended lumbar x-rays, epidural injections, use of a 
walking cane and medication. Medical exhibit 11-12. The petitioner underwent x-rays on 
March 4, 2002. Medical exhibit 43. The petitioner underwent a series of injections on March 8, 
2002, April 12, 2002 and May 10, 2002. Medical exhibit 45-46, 50-51, 53-54. The petitioner's 
condition did not improve so the petitioner was referred to Dr. MacFarlane who recommended a 
surgical evaluation. Medical exhibit 28. 
The petitioner was then referred to Dr. Braun for evaluation on September 11, 2002 for pain 
radiating into her left lower extremity to the toe. Dr. Braun notes the petitioner is 
".. .inconsistently cooperative with the exam. Strength: on cursory examination patient has 0/5 
strength, FHL, EHL, gastrocs, tibiant on the left however with distraction the patient is noted to 
have at least 4/5 strength FHL, EHL, gastrocs tibiant..." He also notes, "Patient currently has a 
worker's comp case open and such may have some secondary gain issues unresolved at this 
point.. .However given some subtle clinical findings further investigation is warranted at this 
point..." and Dr. Braun recommended a CT scan and EMG. Medical exhibit 55. 
The petitioner underwent a bone scan on September 25, 2002 (Medical exhibit 58), a CT scan on 
September 23, 2002 (Medical exhibit 59) and an EMG on November 4, 2002 (Medical exhibit 60 
A-C). On November 6, 2002, Dr. Braun reviewed the test results and noted the EMG revealed 
some mild left L-5 radiculopathy and the CT scan and bone scan "...show what appears to be a 
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more acute type fracture in the region of her L4-S1 facet as well as through the base of the 
transverse process on the left side. She also has a pars defect at that level in addition to the left 
sided uptake on the bone scan at L5 in the region of her severe facet arthropathy..." Dr. Braun 
recommended a CMG for the petitioner's complaints of bowel/bladder changes. Medical exhibit 
61. 
On November 19, 2002, the petitioner failed to show for her appointment with Dr. Braun 
however the insurance carrier's representative was present and provided Dr. Braun with a 
surveillance tape of the petitioner from the last month showing the petitioner "...performing 
activities at a high level of function with apparently minimal limitation by pain. This tape seems 
to be somewhat incongruent with our observations of Donna when in our clinic. When observed 
in our clinic she is usually lying down and has quite a great deal of pain with any motion..." 
Medical exhibit 62. 
On January 13, 2003, Dr. Moress evaluated the petitioner on behalf of the respondents. His 
diagnosis was a fracture of the left L5 pedicle, hypolasia right L5 facet, chronic lumbosacral pain 
syndrome with non-verifiable radiculopathy, delayed recovery, PTSD, chronic depression, 
possible facititious disorder, bowel/bladder incontinence of unknown etiology. Dr. Moress noted 
inconsistencies on examination and via video surveillance but states, "She does have evidence of 
pathology within her spine as a source for pain but I do not think that the pathology within her 
spine is causing this reported severe degree of disability (unsubstantiated)." Dr. Moress was of 
the opinion the petitioner suffered an L5 pedicle fracture as the result of the industrial injury and 
that the petitioner was medically stable if surgery was not to be performed with a 6% impairment 
for the fractured pedicle. He also notes that "...even if Dr. Braun feel[s] she is unstable and 
needs to be fused, her prognosis for a good result...would be quite poor. Prior to any 
consideration of surgery, she needs to be off the narcotics and to have psychological evaluation." 
Medical exhibit 34-41. In a February 3, 2003 addendum, Dr. Moress clarifies medical stability 
to have occurred on October 31, 2003, the date of the video surveillance where no obvious 
limitations were evident. Medical exhibit 42. 
On January 21, 2003, the petitioner returned to Dr. Braun who noted, "It would perhaps be 
helpful for her to settle her worker's compensation issues so that issues of secondary gain and 
issues of psychosocial overlay might be reduced." Dr. Braun recommended the petitioner see 
Dr. Mooney, "our spine psychologist," before any consideration of surgery is made. Medical 
exhibit 63-64. 
On April 28, 2003, the petitioner was evaluated by Dr. Mooney to assess her candidacy for 
elective spine surgery. Dr. Mooney noted the petitioner was a childhood victim of physical and 
sexual abuse and more recently the victim of any armed robbery and sexual molestation at work 
and that about one year after the robbery, the petitioner began experiencing anxiety attacks for 
which she sought treatment. He also noted a history of depression. Dr. Mooney found the 
petitioner's MMPI profile to correlate to poor recovery after elective back surgery with strongest 
correlation in those with minimal objective pathology and weaker in those with more clear cut 
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pathology. Dr. Mooney's opinion was the totality of information suggested caution with surgical 
decision making. Medical exhibit 64A-F. 
In a July 21, 2003 letter from Dr. Braun to the respondents' attorney, Dr. Braun states that in his 
opinion the petitioner is not a good surgical candidate but "...this should not condemn [her] to 
non-operative treatment...as she has the right to pursue additional surgical opinions..." Medical 
exhibit 64G. 
The petitioner sought another opinion from Dr. Hood on November 19, 2003. Dr. Hood's 
impression was a remote fracture of the left L5 pedicle and L5-S1 facet, stenosis at L5-S1 and 
disc degeneration at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1. Dr. Hood was of the opinion that the main cause of 
the petitioner's pain was the pedicle fracture and the stenosis combined at L5-S1 and he 
recommended the petitioner undergo surgery. Medical exhibit 64H. 
The petitioner described having "good days", "medium days", and "bad days" with only 4-6 
"good days" per month. On bad days she "has a hard time getting out of bed." The respondent 
conducted video surveillance of the petitioner on October 31, 2002 and January 7, 2003. Drs. 
Moress and Braun viewed the October 31, 2002 tape but not the January 7, 2003 tape. Dr. Home 
has hot seen either tape. 
PRINCIPLES OF LAW 
Utah Code Ann. § 34A-2-401 provides that only those injuries arising out of and in the 
course of employment are compensable under the Workers Compensation Act. Allen v. 
Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15, 18 (Utah 1986), held the statute [current section 34A-2-
401] "...creates two prerequisites for a finding of a compensable injury. First, the injury must be 
'by accident.' Second, the language 'arising out of or in the course of employment' requires that 
there be a causal connection between the injury and the employment." 
For an injury to be compensable under the Act, a petitioner must show by evidence, 
opinion or otherwise that the stress, strain or exertion required by his or her occupation led to the 
resulting injury or disability and in the event a petitioner cannot show a medical causal 
connection, compensation should be denied. Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15 
(Utah 1986). 
R602-2-2, Utah Administrative Code, outlines the criteria for use of a medical panel as 
follows: 
A. A panel will be utilized by the Administrative Law Judge where 
one or more significant medical issues may be involved. Generally 
a significant medical issue must be shown by conflicting medical 
reports. Significant medical issues are involved when there are: 
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1. Conflicting medical opinions related to causation of the injury or 
disease; 
2. Conflicting medical reports of permanent physical impairment 
which vary more than 5% of the whole person, 
3. Conflicting medical opinions as to the temporary total cutoff 
date which vary more than 90 days; 
4. Conflicting medical opinions related to a claim of permanent 
total disability, and/or 
5. Medical expenses in controversy amounting to more than 
$10,000 
Before a case must be submitted to a medical panel, there must be conflicting medical 
reports that include conflicting medical opinions. Whether there are conflicting medical reports 
is a question of fact. Kahler v. Husereau, 2003 UT App 239 (July 10, 2003). 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
There is a medical controversy between recommended care for the petitioner's low back 
between Drs. Braun and Moress and Dr. Home. As such, the medical aspects in controversy as 
outlined will be referred to a medical panel pursuant to the above rule. 
ORDER 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDEKI' II that the medical aspects of this case be sent to a Labor 
Commission medical panel 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the petitioner shall file with the Labor Commission all 
pertinent radiology films no later than August 9, 2004. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as this is an Interim Order and not a Final Order, any Motion 
for Review or Appeal of this Order shall be reserved until the Final Order is issued in this matter. 
Accordingly, deadlines will respect to Motions for Review and/or Appeal shall not commence to 
run until after the Final Order is issued in this case. 
DATED July 0 , 2004. 
Debbie L. Harm 
Administrative Law Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the attached FINDINGS OF FACT & INTERIM 
ORDER, was mailed by prepaid U.S. postage on July 8, 2004, to the persons/parties at the 
following addresses: 
Donna E Jones 
340 S 300 E 
HeberCityUT 84032 
K Dawn Atkin Esq 
H U E Brickyard Rd Ste 206 
Salt Lake City UT 84106 
Michael Dyer Esq 
257 E 200 S Ste 800 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
UTAIJXABOR COMMISSION 
Clerk 
Adjudication Division 
ADDENDUM I 
15:28 FAX 801 530 6333 a 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATION DIVISION 
P.O. Box 146615 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6615 
Telephone: 801-530-6800 
DARLA BASSO. * FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF 
Petitioner, * LAW & ORDER ON REMAND 
# 
vs. * CASE NO. 200117. 20011243.2001952 
KORET OF CALIFORNIA and/or LIBERTY * 
MUTUAL INSURANCE; RIVERS WEST * Judge Debbie L Hann 
and/or WORKERS COMPENSATION FUND, * 
Respondents. * 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On January 8, 2001, the petitioner filed an Application for Hearing alleging a right shoulder, right 
elbow and neck injury as the result of a February 28,1997 repetitive motion injury and claiming 
entitlement to medical expenses, temporary partial compensation, permanent partial compensation, 
travel expenses and interest The respondents filed an answer admitting the petitioner suffered an 
industrial injury via repetitive motion on February 28,1997 and that temporary total compensation 
was paid from March 1,1997 through March 14,1997 and again from April 16,1997 through May 
11,1997. The respondents denied the petitioner's current symptoms were medically caused bythe 
1997 injury and denied that any neck injury was reported in 1997. 
On August 9,2001, the petitioner filed an "Amended Occupational Disease Claim" against Rivers 
West and Workers Compensation Fund alleging an occupational disease of the neck and upper 
extremity while employed at Rivers West from March 13,1999 through February 26,2000 and 
again May 1,2000 through October 20,2000. The respondents denied liability for the claim based 
on Utah Code § 34A-3-108 because the application for hearing was the first notice of the claim. The 
respondents also requested dismissal because the petitioner filed no supporting medical 
documentation. 
On November 16,2001, the petitioner filed an amended Application for Hearing alleging a February 
14, 1997 injury to her right shoulder, right elbow and neck caused by pulling materials off the 
conveyor belt while employed by a Koret of California. The respondents again denied liability 
because of a lack of medical causation between the injuries claimed and the petitioner's current 
condition. 
The case was heard on December 13, 2001. Richard Burke, Attorney at Law, represented the 
petitioner. Don K. Petersen, Attorney at Law, a represented the respondents Koret of California and 
Liberty Mutual Insurance. Hans Scheffler, Attorney at Law, represented the respondents, Rivers 
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West and Workers Compensation Fund. Findings of Fact and Interim Order was issued on April 5, 
2002 sending the medical aspects of this case to a medical panel. Dr. Edward B. Holmes, M.D., 
M.P.H. was appointed chairman of the medical panel. Dr. Holmes issued his report on July 5,2002. 
The report was forwarded to the parties via certified mail on July 11,2002. Both the petitioner and 
the respondent, Koret of California, filed objections to the panel report. Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law & Order was issued on February 12, 2003. Both the petitioner and the 
respondents, Koret and Liberty Mutual Insurance filed motions for review with the Commission. On 
September 30, 2003, the Commission Issued an Order Granting Motion for Review and Ofder of 
Remand, remanding the case for further proceedings to address the issue of "awkward neck 
posturing1' found by Dr. Holmes as part of his medical panel evaluation. 
On October 2,2003, Notice of Hearing was sent to the parties scheduling the matter for hearing on 
remand for January 8,2004. The petitioner appeared and parties were represented by the same 
counsel as had appeared at the prior hearing. At the hearing, the parties submitted the petitioner's 
video deposition and an updated medical records exhibit Dr. Clyde's opinion, offered by the 
respondents Koret and Liberty Mutual was excluded as untimely. The matter was then referred back 
to Dr. Holmes, chairman of the medical panel in this case. Dr. Holmes Issued his report on 
September 17, 2004 and it was forwarded to the parties via certified mail. No objections to the 
report's entry into the evidentiary record were filed therefore it is admitted pursuant to Utah Code § 
34A-2-601. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The findings of fact contained in the February 12, 2003 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & 
Order are hereby Incorporated by reference. 
The petitioner's deposition was taken on videotape on December 18,2003 to address in more detail 
the petitioner's neck position and work station set up. The parties stipulated to the facts contained 
In the petitioner's December 18,2003 video deposition. The parties also stipulated that while the 
petitioner was sewing at both Koret and Rivers West she was not holding her head completely still 
and had to move it somewhat to see the sewing needle. They also stipulated that the thread the 
petitioner used was often the same color as the material it was sewed upon. 
On December 26,2003, Dr. Moress performed a supplementary record review on the petitioner and 
reviewed the medical panel report and the video deposition. Dr. Moress' opinion is that awkward 
neck position did not contribute to the degeneration of the petitioner's cervical spine. Medical exhibit 
112. 
Pages 85 and 100-101 were removed from the supplemental medical records exhibit as they are not 
medical records. Page 85 is an employer's first report of injury, not a physician's first report as 
noted on the exhibit. The Labor Commission records at pages 100-101 are not medical records. 
The pages are re-marked as respondent's exhibits 2 & 3. 
Dr. Holmes reviewed the video taped deposition and the updated medical records. Although Dr. 
Holmes states that the evidence does not change his overall opinion, he provided significant 
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clarification of his prior opinion and reviewed the medical literature and National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health studies related to-...the development of neck/shoulder symptoms 
and repetitive hand arm movements..." to further clarify his analysis of causation in this case. Dr. 
Holmes clarifies that in his opinion and based upon the medical literature, the petitioner did not 
develop degenerative discdisease or degenerative jointdisease asaresultof her work activities at 
Koret Dr. Holmes is of the opinion the petitioner's pain symptoms (described as neck/shoulder 
symptomology) were caused by her work activities and that this was an exacerbation of underlying 
degenerative conditions. The exacerbation as the result of her work activities occurred during the 
course of her work and ". ..a few months thereafter." 
The preponderance of evidence is that the petitioner's repetitive trauma in and around 1997 at Koret 
contributed to her pain and symptomology in her neck and upper extremity however the evidence 
that her condition, specifically degenerative disc disease, was medically caused by her repetitive 
work activities is less clear. A dose review of the medical evidence does not support by a 
preponderance, that the petitioner's repetitive trauma in and around 1997 at Koret or her work 
activities at Rivers West are the medical cause of her degenerative disc disease. Dr. Mortensen's 
opinion, given on November 28,2QQ0, is that the petitioner's "overuse symptoms* are related to her 
work environment. Dr. Reichman states that, "l would think that it is probably related to that incident 
of pulling the material off the belt* Dr. Barry does state unequivocally that in his opinion the 
degenerative disc disease was caused by her work activities. However, Dr. Holmes, in his clarifying 
opinion, outlines medical studies that show degenerative disc disease is muftifadoral in origin and it 
is incorrect to assume that a temporal connection to w r k activities and evidence of degenerative 
changes on an MR1 are related. Dr. Holmes also notes that just because degenerative disc disease 
is present, it cannot be assumed to be the source of pain, noting that the petitioner has alternatively 
been diagnosed with myofascial pain and muscle tension pain syndrome. Dr. Moress also makes 
note that the petitioner's pain symptoms do no correlate with cervical radicular pain. Dr. Holmes 
notes there is "little good research for or against such postures causing DDD of the cervical spine." 
Thus, while the petitioner has proven that her repetitive work activities at Koret caused her pain and 
discomfort in her neck andshoulder, the preponderance of evidence does not support the finding 
that such activities are the medical cause of her degenerative disc disease for which she currently 
seeks treatment 
The petitioner has been paid compensation for the periods of time her condition was exacerbated by 
repetitive activities at Koret thus no further compensation is due from Koret However, because 
there is a preponderance of evidence that the petitioner's neck posturing caused her underlying 
condition to be aggravated and painful, the respondent Rivers West Is liable for a temporary 
aggravation of her underlying degenerative disc condition for the period January 26,2000 through 
February 27, 2000 and for the period October 20,2000 through December 20, 2000, when her 
temporary aggravation would have resolved per Dr. Holmes' opinion. 
PRINCIPLES OF LAW 
A compensable occupational disease is"... any disease or illness that arises out of and in the 
course of employment and is medically caused or aggravated by that employment." Utah Code 
Ann.§34A-3-103. 
CONCLUSIONS Ol ' LAW 
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The petitioner suffered a compensable occupational disease while employed by Rivers West In 
the form of an aggravation of her underlying degenerative disc disease. 
The respondents, R/vers West and Workers Compensation Fund, are liable to the petitionerfor 
temporary total compensation for the period January 26,2000 through February 27,2000 and 
October 20,2000 through December 20,2000 at the rate pf $282.00 per week. (3.86 + 8.85 
weeks x $282.00). 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED THAT the respondents, Rivers West and Workers Compensation 
Fund are liable to the petitioner for temporary total compensation in the amount of $3,584.22. This 
amount is accrued and due and payable plus interest at the rate of 8% per annum less attorneys 
fees payable directly to Richard Burke, Attorney at Law, in the amount of $716.84 plus 20% of the 
interest payable. 
is / davof (/#&* Dated th * y f _ 
(M?U* 2005. 
LABOR COMMISSION 
Debbie L Hann 
Administrative Law Judge 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
A party aggrieved by the decision may file a Motion for Review with the Adjudication Division 
of the Utah Labor Commission. The Motion for Review must set forth the specific basis for review 
and must be received by the Commission within 30 days from the date this decision is signed. Other 
parties may then submit their responses to the Motion for Review within 20 days of the date of the 
Motion for Review. 
Any party may request that the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission conduct the 
foregoing review. Such request must be included in the party's MotionforRevieworits response. If 
none of the parties specifically request review by the Appeals Board, the review will be conducted by 
the Utah Labor Commission. 
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